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Descriptive Summary
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Extent: 20 linear feet (20 boxes)
Abstract: Video recordings of the American Music Show, an Atlanta, Georgia, public access television program that ran from 1981-2005.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Source
Gift of Dick Richards, David Goldman, and Potsy Duncan, 2013.

Custodial History
Dick Richards was the creator of the American Music Show. Along with Richards, David Goldman and Potsy Duncan were producers of the show.
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Appraisal Note
Acquired by Randy Gue, Curator of Modern Political and Historical Collections, as part of the Rose Library’s holdings in LGBTQ history and culture.

Processing
Arranged and described at the item level by Andrew Kingston, November 2018. All titles in the container list have been transcribed from tape labels, and unique spellings have been retained. Original VHS tapes arrived numbered but in no discernible order; staff intellectually arranged the tapes in chronological order. Box 1 contains “memorabilia” from the show, which has been refoldered, and arranged in alphabetical order by record type.

Collection Description

Historical Note
The American Music Show was a public access television show produced in Atlanta, Georgia, from 1981-2005. This low-budget, weekly program was unscripted and unedited and usually recorded in private homes. It featured music videos and performances, as well as absurdist comedy skits, drag, political commentary, short films, games, interviews, and remote reports from Atlanta clubs and arts events. The show was co-produced by Dick Richards, David Goldman, James Bond, Potsy Duncan, and Bud "Beebo" Lowry. All of them often appeared on the show, along with a rotating cast of regular guests. Drag performer, musician, and actor RuPaul made his television debut on the American Music Show, and is featured in many of its episodes. According to co-producer Dick Richards, from a 1995 interview with Creative Loafing, the American Music Show attempted to “hold open this tiny window to let weird and interesting things into the lives of the people who choose to tune in.”

Scope and Content Note
The collection consists of 745 VHS tapes of Atlanta’s longest running public access television program, the American Music Show, dating from 1981 to 2005. Episodes include music, comedic and drag performances, low-budget short films, political commentary, games, interviews, and remote reports on the Atlanta underground arts and music scenes. Drag queen, musician, and actor RuPaul made frequent appearances on the show. Other notable guests included musicians Jayne County and Larry Tee, and drag queens Lady Bunny and DeAundra Peek. The show also covered events like Wigstock, and recorded footage from various locations around Atlanta. There are also two episodes with commentary on Paris is Burning. Also included are memorabilia from the show, including photographs, art, show credits, and written and printed materials (such as correspondence, episode lists, fan mail, and memoranda). One folder contains original photographs of RuPaul, as well as a letter written by RuPaul to Potsy Duncan. Additionally, there are three promotional items for the Coca-Cola brand collected as part of a protest against a recipe change.

Arrangement Note
VHS tapes were left largely in original order but are listed chronologically.
# Container List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, season 5, program 10, Production Meeting, Show with audience, Maya, Claire, Elouise, Ted, 1982 March 10; season 6, program 8, Tommy Barr, Les Quebequios, Reina, RuPaul and the U-Hauls, 1982 June 30 [Tape 709] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpjzn]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, season 6, program 9; season 6, program 10, 1982 July 21 [Tape 532] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvst5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, season 6, featuring No One, Everyone Left, Clare Parker, season 6, The Battle of The <em>American Music Show</em> All Stars, July 28, 1982 [Tape 530] [original: VHS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, season 6, program 12, Reverend Damien Swilly, Reverend Claude Wade, Pam, Geo. Bush, August 1-4, 1982, and season 7, program 1, Blanche D’Almono, Princess Di, Mike Malloy, Elouise, Video Dating, 1982 September 22 [Tape 45] [original: VHS] [paper slip inside VHS sleeve]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, August '82 off-season special Number 1; Wanda &amp; James sing &quot;Ain't No Mountain High Enough&quot;, Duffy sings the &quot;TAMS Song,&quot; 1982 September 15 [Tape 56] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8wh3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, season 7, program 7, Indiana Report, Urgent Message from the Vice President, 1982 November 13; season 7, program 13, Sales Tax Scandal, Holiday Driving, RuPaul Heartbreaker, 1982 December 18 [Tape 711] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpk25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, off-season, special 4, Cinema X Tapes Delores plus Tom’s life at Monroe Horror, James interviews Clare at Home, Bonnie at Theatre, Liz Taylor and Carol Bennette on All My Children, and AMC of Opal and Silver, January 1983 [Tape 221] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7qz]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, season 8.5, program 3, off-season special, The Singing Peek Sisters, 1983 May 18; season 9, program 1, RuPaul, Kim Armstrong, 1983 June 22 [Tape 705] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpj0s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The <em>American Music Show</em>, off-season 8.5, program 6, Kim Armstrong Revue, Theatrum Chemicum, 1983 June 8; season 10, program 3, Jonathan Anvil Neptune, Kim Armstrong Showcase of Talent, 1983 October 26 [Tape 706] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpk39]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AV19 - The American Music Show, season 9, program 2, 1983 June 29; season 9, Addendum 13A/13 1/2, Freddiman and Froggiboy, Rozzy, Misty April, RuPaul, She's Got Papers, Box of Stuff, 1983 September 21 [Tape 707] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rphzj]

AV19 - The American Music Show, season 9, program 7, Jeopardy!, August 3, 1983; season 9, program 13, Gibbs Hasty: Art Opening, The Now Explosion, RuPaul, September 14, 1983 [Tape 703] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpj1x]

AV3 - The American Music Show, off-season special, RuPaul Farewell Message to Atlanta, New Music Seminar, 1984 August 30 [Tape 88] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpk7v]

AV19 - The American Music Show, season 13, program 7, The Now Explosion in Concert, Jump Mandigo, 1984 October 25 [Tape 710] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rphw8]

AV19 - The American Music Show, season 8, program 7, Merry Christmas special, 2nd Christmas special, Battered Wives Christmas Show, RuPaul and the U-Hauls, 1984 December 13 [Tape 708] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rphxd]

AV10 - The American Music Show, Christmas special, New Year's special, Wanda Peek News, Pam's Song, Mrs. Stovall Song, Mrs. Bond, Marilyn Syngsyme, Eloise Talks, Tom Zarrilli, Stoivals Library Cards, 1984 December 20 [Tape 355] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvvzx]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 2, Judy LaGrange Highlights. James Michner's Space Part V, Space Shuttle Landing on Today Show, Zarrilli's intro for Wild Thing, 1985 January 24 [Tape 24] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq6gr]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 4, Kennan, RuPaul debuts Sex Freak, 1985 February 7 [Tape 22] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq1ww]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 5, Freedom of Speech special, True Life Adventure at Stop-the-Road Rally, Views from Space, Wild Thing closing, 1985 February 14 [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq253]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 6, RuPaul, special Guest Host Ron, Catching the Man in Space, 1985 February 21 [Tape 2] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq1sg]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 9, spring 1989 off-season Week 1, House o’ Sofas, Tom Zarrilli as Work Boss for Factory Show, 1985 March 14 [Tape 1] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq7vc]
AV6 - The American Music Show, off-season special, Ted Rubenstein's Mysteries of the Universe special; Walk America '84: Clayton County Cares, report by Ted Rubenstein and Dick Richards, What is a Bidet, 1985 April 18 [Tape 197] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4cjd]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 18, program 1, Aunt Nancy, Now Explosion music video, James, Barbie, Judy's Tour of Madison, 1985 May 15 [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq6cb]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 2, Rosser, New York nightlife, 1985 May 23 [Tape 27] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq267]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 3, Cocktail Girlz, Stop Burke, 1985 May 30 [Tape 29] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq24z]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 4, Live call-in show, Commentaries on horse race, Coke protest footage, RuPaul, 1985 June 6 [Tape 7] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq6j1]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 5, Wanda Peek's Coke Test, Clubfoot, 1985 June 13 [Tape 26] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq23t]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 1, highlights of opening week at Celebrity Club, Bunny chase, Bad Bad Bad music video, black space, 2001 space travel, Dick and Potsy read from their diaries in space, 1985 June 17 [Tape 28] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq66n]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 6, James, battle of the music videos, Cocktail Girlz tribute, Take a piece of meat with you, 1985 June 20 [Tape 18] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq7s3]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 9, the making of The American Music Show game, Maya and Dick at Challenger Launch, edited shuttle launch, Koko repents, 1985 July 11 [Tape 17] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq68x]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 13, never seen endings with the Cable Pirate, 1985 August 1 [Tape 16] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq7t7]

AV2 - The American Music Show, off-season special, ”Who's Home Drunk” plus The Women of Midtown, 1985 August 15; The Stone Pillow, CBS Movie with Lucille Ball and Daphne Zuniga [Tape 78] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show, off-season special, Michael West, Rosser, Who's Home Drunk?, 1985 August 22 [Tape 41] [original: VHS]
The *American Music Show*, off-season special, Bubbles, Vote Burke Bubber's joke, Who's Home Drunk?, Commercial Movie: Heidi with Jean Simmons (Showtime), ABC Movie: Ewoks, The Battle for Endor, Martin Short TV special, 1985 August 29 [Tape 40] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, off-season special, constant interruptions, technical difficulties and Duffy Odem, 1985 September 5 [Tape 42] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, season 16, program 4, Nelson's New York C with Bunny, Kennan, Now Explosion, Barbie in Lapland with Saints, 1985 October 3 [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, season 16, program 7, The Paul Burke Eviction, Devil Head Reagan makes talk at United Nations, 1985 October 17 [Tape 8] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, season 16, program 8, Wanda Peek News, Pam's Music Video, Cruise Ship Disaster, 1985 October 24 [Tape 30] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, season 16, program 10, Dick's trip to Florida, Heather, Young Maynard, Barbie, 1985 November 7 [Tape 4] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, season 16, program 11, Brant and Rhonda's wedding, Elouise, Cocktail Girlz, theme from Frog Bride, Lapland and Barbie, 1985 November 14 [Tape 9] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, season 16, program 12, Entertainment Competition: New York vs. Atlanta, 1985 November 21 [Tape 10] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, off-season, Cabbagehead Baby Mass Chorale, 1985 December 12 [Tape 57] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, Year End Retrospective, Part One, The Events of 1985 Remembered, 1985 December 26 [Tape 230] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, season 14, program 3, live from New York with the Now Explosion, CNN Space coverage, James Michner's Space Part II, 1985 undated [Tape 19] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, Year End Retrospective Part Two, Entertainment of 1985 Remembered, 1986 January 2 [Tape 157] [original: VHS]
The American Music Show, off-season special, 1986 Predictions Panel plus tour of Heritage USA, 1986 January 9 [Tape 229] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7wn]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 1, Skipper and the Circus Egg, sneak preview of new Celebrity, Cocktail Girlz album poses, antiX top 10, 1986 January 16 [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8w98]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 4, The Landmark Debate: The Single Most Important and Monumental Issue of Our Time (with Visual Aids), Barbie with Hello Kitty in Sewer, Big Nurse for Jamboree PS Campaign, 1986 February 6 [Tape 65] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s47hv]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 5, live phone call from Julian Bond, RuPaul, the fabulous Rosser, 1986 February 13 [Tape 62] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rn6n9]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 6, Wanda Peek, Celebrity Club Update, Lawyers Committees plus Zoo, Wanda Peek News, 1986 February 20 [Tape 63] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8wft]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 7, Lurleen, Barbie on Hollywood Squares, All Star Personal Advice Hotline, 1986 February 27 [Tape 59] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9259]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 9, Reina, Elouise, new Now Explosion, Wanda's makeover, 1986 March 13 [Tape 35] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq1dz]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 10, Cats in trees survey, UFO Update disaster, RuPaul, 1986 March 20 [Tape 49] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s945h]

The American Music Show, season 18, program 7, Wanda at Celebrity, Pam's depression song, Cocktail Girlz, Now Explosion, 1986 March 27 [Tape 47] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s946n]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 13, Pop Tarts, Hard to understand song lyrics, Bunny, 1986 April 10 [Tape 50] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8wgz]

The American Music Show, off-season 17.5, program 1, Lady Clare's Yard Sale, Cabbagehead Baby Chorale, Paul and M.B. Love, 1986 April 17 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, episode 17.5 off-season, Lady Clare Bon Voyage special, 1986, April 24 [Tape 77] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8wdp]
AV2 - The American Music Show, episode 17.5 off-season, Tom in Clare's basement, Clare leaves, Lahoma's trip pix, 1986 May 1 [Tape 76] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8wcj]

AV3 - The American Music Show, episode 17.5 off-season, Rosser gives Barbie a Mohawk, Barbie & the Russians, Tom's letter to punk son, 1986 May 8 [Tape 97] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s982h]

AV2 - The American Music Show, season 18, program 5, RuPaul at Pallidium, Tom's strange births, Vidi Bob, Col Lonnie Sings, 1986 June 5 [Tape 53] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9492]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 18, program 5, Judy Lagrange, Col Fain, Tattoo Counseling, Aunt Nancy, 1986 June 12 [Tape 55] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8wj7]

AV2 - The American Music Show, season 18, program 6, RuPaul and his Star Booty video, Liz Turk's Curation, Duffy Odem, James Bond, 1986 June 19 [Tape 52] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rn6v4]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 17, program 11, Space Shuttle call-in, Aunt Nancy, RuPaul Movie Report, James, Pam's depression song, 1986 June 26 [Tape 48] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s948x]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 18, program 10, Guardian Angel, Chief Billy Thunder song, RuPaul at Celebrity, Jolt taste test, 1986 July 17 [Tape 44] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9581]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 18, program 12, Tribute to Aunthood, Bud's report from the beach, 1986 July 31 [Tape 43] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9595]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), off-season special, Judy LaGrange Sings and Shows Movie Clips and Slides, Wanda Peek at White House, 1986 August 14 [Tape 69] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 18, program 8, Pam at Georganna's party, Anna's farewell song, Now Exp. "Rhythm..." James Bond, 1986 August 28 [Tape 51] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s94cb]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), off-season, Guest Hosts: Colonel Lonnie Fain & Elouise plus Popular Sex, Mary Margaret Duffy Odem song, 1986 September 4 [Tape 66] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id ]
The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 1, on location at the Royal Peacock with Now Explosion & Smilin’ Mighty Jesus Singers, 1986 September 11 [Tape 80] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s97q1]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 2, def mute, Reverend Bubba Goldd, Rosser, Response, Colonel Lonnie Fain, 1986 September 18 [Tape 89] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpk6q]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 3, SMJ Singers, Elouise sings "Born to be Wild", RuPaul at Limelight, Aunt Nancy Postcard Round Robin, 1986 September 25 [Tape 90] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9w72]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 4, The Mack, Heidi Shopping Club, Dean Johnson, Blue Oasis Band, 1986 October 2 [Tape 91] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4jnrb]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 5, Koko sits for Potsy, Elouise sings with Blue Oasis, Bubba Goldd, Tom Zarrilli's Top 10 Anti-Christ Countdown, 1986 October 9; Mahogony II, The Connie Francis Story, Psycho-Bitch Preview [Tape 92] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpk5k]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 6, Stas Namin, Elouise sings The Girl from Impenimo, ManBoy Weather, Dialing for Billions, 1986 October 16; Turn Your Life Around Christmas special, TYLA, Walking Dead School of Beauty Diet, Merry Christmas Cards, Peek Christmas Commercial, undated [Tape 93] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4km9]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 7, Paul Burke & Blue Oasis, Fetchin’ Bones, Pop Tarts, Dialing for Billions, Pig Nose Dream Sequence, 1986 October 23 [Tape 94] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9w86]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 8, Halloween special with Rosser Cocktail Girlz, Terror II, Singing Peek Sisters, Duffy Odem, 1986 October 30 [Tape 81] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s97r5]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 9, Cloud of Confusion, Elouise/Oasis, Drag Queen Marathon, Lurleen, Cocktail Girlz, Strangers in the Night, Call to Clare, 1986 November 6 [Tape 95] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9w9b]

The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 10, The Making of Mahogany II, Colonel Calling, Aunt Nancy, Paul with Blue Oasis, 1986 November 13 [Tape 96] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpmgx]
AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 11, Crimes of Fashion, Exp. Video, Captain America Takeover, Teddy on Peru, Judy Lagrange in Foil; Starbooty's Revenge (RuPaul), 1986 November 20 [Tape 99] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9w4n]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 13, All Now Explosion in New York plus 300 LB. Drag Queen and Captain America, 1986 December 4 [Tape 82] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9shv]

AV5 - The American Music Show (Bud), off-season Documentary special on The Smilin' Mighty Jesus Singers, 1986 December 18 [Tape 147] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6hfj]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), season 19, program 12, Thanksgiving Night Parade Holiday Movie special, Just Between Friends w/ RuPaul and Judy LaGrange, Stigmatoy, 1986 undated [Tape 79] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s97pw]

AV5 - The American Music Show (Heidi 86), off-season, 1986 Retrospect Review, 1987 January 1 [Tape 156] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show (Heidi), off-season, documentary on New Year's Eve Massacre, Colonel's Birthday Tribute to Elvis, Booneville Year In Review, Now Explosion, 1987 January 8 [Tape 152] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi), Judy LaGrange and Lahoma, Singing Political Messages, Ins and Out, Crimes of Fashion, 1987 January 15 [Tape 68] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s941z]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 2, Lahoma and Lizette's Report on Forsyth County with JB Stoner. Starbooty, Elouise sings Respect, Political Ads, 1987 January 22; The Frog Bride by Redmeat and Sproutz, Starring Monty Ferry, Les Miserable Towelette, Elouise Montague, and Carl Quist [Tape 83] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4jjx]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 4, "Do As I Say" Night, Margie's Band, John Sex, Captain America and Col Fain's Music Video, Wanda & Ru at Rollick, Conjurewoman, 1987 February 5 [Tape 84] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9sj0]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 5, The New Singing Peek Sisters, Johnny Neptune's and Captain America's Music Videos, James Bond and Valentines, Chin Dance - The Zero, 1987 February 12 [Tape 87] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9wbg]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 6, Wanda Peek at Metronome with RuPaul and John Sex, Wayne Hollowell's Trailer Park Life, He's a Reptile Song, Blue Oasis, 1987 February 19 [Tape 85] [original: VHS]
AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 7, Smilin' Mighty Singers at Little 5 Points, Cocktail Girlz, John Sex, Blue Oasis, 1987 February 26 [Tape 71] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 8, Live from Mardi Gras with SMJ at Rio, Lizette and Lahoma at Cross Burning, and The Singing Peek Sisters, 1987 March 5; Obsession special effects, undated [Tape 86] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 9, James Bond, Blue Oasis, Cocktail Girlz, Aunt Nancy, Peek Sisters Music Video, Viewers' Choice Opinion Poll, 1987 March 12 [Tape 70] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Heidi), season 20, program 10, Mahogony II Preview, Now Explosion in Miami Beach, Dave Burke Song, Now Explosion Wish, Andy Gibb Happy Birthday, 1987 March 19 [Tape 67] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 20, program 11, Mahogony II Premiere Report, Julian's Election Phone Call, Tammy Faye, RuPaul and Singing Peeks, Captain American Music Video, 1987 March 26 [Tape 72] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 20, program 12, Teddy's Embarrassing Moments, Michael K, Captain America, Blue Oasis, Now Explosion Tribute, 1987 April 2 [Tape 73] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 20, program 13, Aunt Nancy for the Hearing Impaired, Blue Oasis, Captain America, DeAundra Peek, Mrs. Stovall, James Bond, 1987 April 9 [Tape 74] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Bud), off-season special, 1987 April 16, Colonel Lonnie Fain, James Bond, Interview with MeeMaw, Singing Peek Sisters, Blue Oasis [Tape 101] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show (Bud), off-season special, SMJ at Club Rio, Captain America and Danny, James as David T. Lindsey, 1987 April 23 [Tape 200] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show (Bud), off-season special, Tammy Faye Call-In, Michael West at Rio, Captain America, Blue Oasis, 1987 April 30 [Tape 115] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, off-season special, RuPaul Welcome Home Party, Burke Family Singers, Captain and the Girlz, Rosser, Singing Peeks Video, 1987 May 7 [Tape 154] [original: VHS]
AV4 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 21, program 1, Rosser at Art Show, Vintage Now Explosion, Lahoma and Wanda Movie Report, Captain America, 1987 May 14; season 15, Show 10, The Reverend Bubba Gold and the Hour of Gold, 1985 July 18 [Tape 126] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4ppw]

AV4 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 21, program 2, Lena Lovich, The Peeks, Duffy Odem, Michael Musto, Pop Tarts, Ralph Baily, Captain America, Backup copy of fishing show, Vacation Bible Show, 1987 May 21 [Tape 128] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 21, program 3, Rosser helps with packing, Pop Tarts, Peeks, Michael Musto, Bud's Ducks, Captain America, 1987 May 28; Peek Sisters, Rhythm Within 'Em music video raw footage, undated [Tape 100] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4knf]

AV4 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 21, program 4, Captain America summer Replacement Show with Young Danny Morton and the Dale-Roys, followed by 45 minutes of black, 1987 June 4 [Tape 117] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The *American Music Show*, season 14, program 7, Live from the Lounge, Space Shuttle Blastoff from Today Show, James Michner's Space Part 1, Herbalife Infomercial, 1987 June 11 [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq1x1]

AV1 - The *American Music Show*, season 14, program 8, Kitchen Show, Chants, 1987 June 13 [Tape 25] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq6mp]

AV3 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 21, program 8, Live via Satellite from a train w/ Colonel Fain, Eloise, Mamie, Cocktail Girlz, the conductor, and Duffy Odem, 1987 July 2; Backup copy of RuPaul's Live Concert special from Club Rio w/ Nudity [Tape 106] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id ]

AV3 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 21, program 9, 2nd week on a moving train with Judy LaGrange, LaHoma, Fetchin Bones, Dale-Roys, 1987 July 9 [Tape 102] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9w5s]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, program 1 of 1, Captain America's summer Replacement Show, 1987 July 16 [Tape 116] [original: VHS]


[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpmt9]

AV4 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 21, program 12, Train Ride from Las Vegas to L.A. with Bond Brothers, Ralph Baily, Glen Meadmore, Bunny, Ollie Y., Reptile Video 2, 1987 July 30 [Tape 118] [original: VHS]
AV3 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 21, program 13, Final week on train w/ Eddie Lazar, Judy LaGrange, The Stovalls, Strokin', Judy LaGrange Where the Boys Are, 1987 August 6 [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show (Bud), off-season, Bud's American Shopping Channel w/ Lisa D, Tom Z, Conjure Woman, Mandy's Birthday Bus, Backup Copy of Show with Kitten's Korner, 1987 August 13 [Tape 58] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 3, Duffy and his doctor, The Pop Tarts, The Aunt Nancy Covered Wagon Interview (Part 1), DeAundra Peek, Molli's Defense of Michael Jackson, 1987 September 24 [Tape 105] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 4, A Mime, Shades of Shame, The Royal Family in China, Duffy's Vacation Tapes, 1987 October 1 [Tape 122] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 5, Citation for not following guidelines; Tammy Faye's Music Video and Tammy Faye, Tom Zarrilli's Anti-Christ Countdown, Duffy as Minister Farrakhan, Becky and Dick's RuPaul Videos, 1987 October 8 [Tape 107] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 6, Wanda Peek News, Pop Tarts Music Video, Kristi Rose, Tammy Faye, 1987 October 15 [Tape 119] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 7, Duffy sitting in for Potsy, Wanda Peek at Hartsfield for Pop Tarts' arrival, Voyeur preview Ralph Baily sings the news, Becky's Pop Tarts' video, 1987 October 22 [Tape 109] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 10, Cocktail Girlz answer questions from teens, Tom Zarrilli's funhouse booth, Mother's interview with Aunt Nancy, Blue Oasis, Love Tractor, Phoebe Legere, phone call to Duffy in North Carolina, 1987 November 12; Raw footage from the MACK, downtown scenes, RuPaul's Promo for Starbooty II, Lizette at Peachtree Terrace, Just Between Friends, Boy George Heroin Bust from ABC [Tape 124] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 12, Annual Thanksgiving night Parade from Macon with Duffy Odem, Dave Burke, Tom Zarrilli, and Hello Kitty plus RuPaul at the Pyramid, Larry Tee and Lahoma arrive in New York, and a Becky video, 1987 November 26 [Tape 120] [original: VHS]
| AV4  | The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 22, program 13, Annual Christmas Party for Atlanta's Battered Wives, 1987 December 4 [Tape 112] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpmkb] |
| AV1  | The *American Music Show*, season 15, program 10, Bubba Goldd's Hour of Goldd, Peek Sisters sing, 1987 December 10 [Tape 15] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq7rz] |
| AV6  | The *American Music Show* (Bud), off-season special, Non-stop Barbie Adventures, 1987 December 24 [Tape 185] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3n8] |
| AV7  | The *American Music Show* (Bud), 1987 Year End Retrospect, The Events of 1987 Remembered, Turn Your Life Around Valentine's, 1987 December 31 [Tape 205] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3v3] |
| AV5  | The *American Music Show* (Bud), off-season special - Predictions, Aunt Nancy and the Predictions Panel, 1988 January 7 [Tape 153] [original: VHS] |
| AV7  | The *American Music Show*, winter season 89, program 1, Space Seen Music Video Freak Out Party, Music by: Fetchin Bones, John Sex, RuPaul, Cocktail Girlz, Pop Tarts, Singing Peek Sisters, Phoebe Legere, Dave Kendall Reviews Angie's Record, 1988 January 12 [Tape 523] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7pt] |
| AV4  | The *American Music Show*, off-season special, The RuPaul Interview, 1988 January 14 [Tape 129] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id tf5g5] |
| AV4  | The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 1, Replacement for Banned program, Censorship phone-in, celebrity endorsements, tour of Miller's Lights mobile home in South Carolina, 1988 January 21 [Tape 131] [original: VHS] |
| AV4  | The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 5, The Search for Bam Bam, The Tony Paris Wedding, Tom Zarrili’s Retin A Test, 1988 February 18 [Tape 130] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id tf2cf] |
| AV4  | The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 6, Michael Musto's B'day Party, Fetchin Bones, Kitten's Korner Preview, Leotis and Verlin's Fishing tips, Tammy Faye and Nurse MacWorld talk about Jimmy Swaggert, 1988 February 25 [Tape 141] [original: VHS] |
| AV4  | The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 9, Nelson's Birthday song by Aunt Nancy, Kitten's Corner, tribute to Devine and Andy Gibb, Barry Bob, Karoke singing with Keata, 1988 March 17 [Tape 142] [original: VHS] |
AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 10, Aunt Nancy, the Dale-Roys' Swap and Shop, Two Gentlemen of Pariah, La Palace de Beaute, 1988 March 24 [Tape 143] [original: VHS]
  [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id tf2b9]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 11, the Dale-Roys, Mr. Sarcas, Ping Ting Ting Music Video, Kitten's Korner, Angelo on Lady Clare, Quoram Call, 1988 March 31 [Tape 144] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 12, Wanda Peek at WSB750, Rosser, SMJ Anniversary Tribute, Kitten's Corner, Ralph Bailey sings Adam and Eve, La Palace de Beaute, Duffy Odem sings "Say a Little Prayer," 1988 April 7 [Tape 145] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 23, program 13, Tour of the Shady Rest Hotel, the Dale-Roys, Kitten's Corner, premiere of Ghetto Love music video, Income Tax Seminar for the Homeless and Battered Wives, 1988 April 14 [Tape 146] [original: VHS] [Note: Visible side of tape labeled program 7]
  [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4pvk]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 24, program 1, Duffy Possessed, Conjurewoman, RuPaul on MTV and at 688, Comes the Blood Preview, 1988 May 19 [Tape 134] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 24, program 2, Reunion Show with James, Colonel Lonnie Fain, DeAundra Peek, Becky, Mrs. J. T. Stovall, Tom Zarrilli, Elouise Montague, Vietnam, 1988 May 26; MTV's 120 Minutes with Kevin Seal featuring "Elected" music video by Pop Tarts, 1988 [Tape 135] [original: VHS]
  [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6hb4]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 24, program 3, Maxine sings Alfie, Captain America's traffic mishap, Fetchin Bones, Tom Zarrilli's cats, Maxine Odum Sings, 1988 June 2 [Tape 137] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 24, program 5, Todd Butler's Bachelor Party [Tape 138] 1988 June 16 [original: VHS]
  [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4h8q]

  [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4h7k]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 24, program 8, Live telecast from Club Rio starring RuPaul and the Pop Tarts with Wanda Peek, Ronnie Roy, Duffy, and DeAundra Peek, 1988 July 7; piano rehearsal and Liberty Hill church service with Cousin Margaret playing organ, undated [Tape 133] [original: VHS] [Note: visible side of tape labelled "program 2," VHS sleeve dates program as February 7, 1991]
  [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6h90]

AV5 - The *American Music Show*, season 24, program 12, James Bond at Democratic convention, Family Feud type game, 1988 August 4 [Tape 159] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6mzx]

AV5 - The American Music Show, season 24, program 13, Reading from and panel discussion of Delores French's book, Duffy and DeAundra Peek sing Downtown, tribute to Shopping Channel, 1988 August 11 [Tape 155] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s68mh]

AV4 - The American Music Show, off-season special, A tape-watching party with Conjurewoman and Tom Zarrilli, 1988 August 18 [Tape 114] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s68kc]

AV4 - The American Music Show, off-season special, La Palace de Beaute Cookout at Tom Zarrilli's house, 1988 August 25 [Tape 113] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s47m8]

AV2 - The American Music Show, off-season special, World Premiere Ping Ting Ting Music Video, Kitten's Corner, Duffy Odum's Haircut, Kenny Crucial, Tom Zarrilli, Who's Home Drunk, Leotis and Verlin, 1988 September 1 [Tape 75] [Note: paper slip inside VHS sleeve]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s47m8]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 12, Factory Show, 1988 September 8 [Tape 32] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq21j]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 25, program 2, Wigstock reports, Reverend Damian Swilley, Delores on Oprah, 976-PEEKS, with sexy up, Rosser as sister Vala, sermon about Del Rubio Triplets and Aunt Nancy, Back up copy of Hour of Goldd, 1988 September 22 [Tape 170] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs2x8]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 25, program 3, Duffy works at RuPaul Shrine, tribute to Cousin Margaret, Isotopes, 976-PEEKS, 1988 September 29 [Tape 169] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs2x4]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 25, program 4, Bubba Goldd's Hour of Goldd: special Revelation Edition, 1988 October 6 [Tape 187] [original: VHS] [Note: Tape labelled "program 9"]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4pwq]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 25, program 5, Cocktail Gurlz, John Sex music video, DeAundra Peek and Duffy sing Ghetto Love, Marylyn Singsim's Halloween Safety Tips, Domino Dancing Music Video, New Newlywed Game, 1988 October 13 [Tape 168] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs2sq]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 25, program 6, Tom Zarrilli's Anti-Christ Countdown, Pop Tarts Music Video, James Bond, Mrs. J.T. Stovall, "Elected" music video on 120 minutes, 1988 October 20 [Tape 171] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs30n]
The American Music Show, season 25, program 8, Pre-Election special with the Kim Swindall Story and a Presidential Debate with Sen. Simon and Seymour Worm of the Bush Campaign, 1988, November 3 [Tape 174] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 25, program 9, Nurse MacWorld's special Clinic for Election Fatalities, 1988 November 10 [Tape 173] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 25, program 13, Dave Clark and John Pack and Lahoma's Report on Kennedy Assassination, 1988 December 1 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s69cn]

The American Music Show, off-season Heidimas special, Heidimas special with Baby Weemis, Elouise, Pam, Wanda Peek, Elouise Don't Blame Me, 1988 December 8 [Tape 127] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 17, program 3, Yoko Ono, Princess Stephanie, 1988 December 15 [Tape 61] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rrn6qk]

The American Music Show, 1988 Retrospective Review, Nelson on Swizz TV, 1988 December 29 [Tape 257] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs82f]

The American Music Show, season 27, program 3, Red Meat and Sproutz, World Premiers of Pop Tarts and Peek Sisters Music Videos, Tom Zarrilli, DeAundra Peek, 1989 January 26 [Tape 167] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 27, program 1, Part One of Visit with James Bond, 1989 January 12 [Tape 196] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4bkf]

The American Music Show, season 27, program 2, Part Two of Visit with James Bond, 1989 January 19 [Tape 194] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4bj9]


[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6s7j]

The American Music Show, season 27, program 4, Live remote telecast from Dunk, Dribble and Dance with DeAundra Peek and Conjurewoman and Michael West, 1989 February 2 [Tape 165] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, spring 1989 off-season special 3, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, music by RuPaul, John Sex, Jim and Tammy, Cocktail Girlz, Pop Tarts, and Glen Meadmore, 1989 February 4 [Tape 516] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6s6d]
AV11 - The American Music Show, off-season 2, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, Music by: RuPaul, Phoebe Legere, Singing Peek Sisters, Pop Tarts, Cocktail Girlz, Tammy Faye Bakker, Glen Meadmore, 1989 February 18 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 27, program 8, Japan night with Keita and DeAundra Peek, 1989 March 2 [Tape 180] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3k0]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 27, program 9, Coll Lonnie Fain, behind the pictures in Details magazine with Lahoma, Sukreet Gable, and Michael Musto, and a Red Meat and Sproutz 3-fer, 1989 March 9 [Tape 181] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The American Music Show, program 9, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, 1989 March 11 [Tape 524] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 27, program 10, Col Lonnie Fain, Ronnie Roy, Virginia McLendon's Signature Report on Eastern Strike, 1989 March 16 [Tape 182] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4bg1]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 27, program 13, Welcome Home Party for Lady Clare and Todd, 1989 April 7; Turn Your Life Around, program 1, undated [Tape 192] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4bh5]

AV6 - The American Music Show, off-season 3, Live from Anna Collins Art Opening with DeAundra Peek and Conjurewoman, 1989 April 27 [Tape 162] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, off-season 4, DeAundra Peek's 1st special from Tony's Art Opening, 1989 May 4 [Tape 163] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 28, program 1, World Premiere of DeAundra Peek Music Video and Enter Name, 1989 May 11; The American Music Show, season 16, program 9, The Most Fun Show and Other Stuff We Like, 1985 October 26 [Tape 193] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4bh5]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 28, program 2, Station Wagon Tour of America begins with visit to Charzan at WPIE, 1989 May 18 [Tape 177] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 28, program 3, Station Wagon Tour Continues with Visit to Bubba Goldds Tent, Revival Meeting with the Dale-Roys in Florence, South Carolina, 1989 May 25 [Tape 189] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4bfw]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 28, program 4, Live from Club Rio with DeAundra Peek at the Angie Bowie Show, 1989 June 1 [Tape 190] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The American Music Show, summer season 89, program 4, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, music videos by The Singing Peek Sisters, La Palace de Beaute, Space Seed, Angela Bowie, SMJ, and Dog Soldier, 1989 June 1 [Tape 518] [original: VHS]
AV1 - The American Music Show, season 16, program 5, The Most Fun Show and other stuff we like, 1989 June 8 [Tape 14] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The American Music Show, summer season 89, program 5, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, featuring Music By: Cocktail Gurlz, RuPaul, Space Seed, Angela Bowie, Something, DeAundra Peek, and La Palace de Beaute, 1989 June 8 [Tape 527] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 28, program 6, Station Wagon visits Aunt Nancy and VFW Post 23, 1989 June 15 [Tape 191] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 28, program 8, Waiting for DeAundra at the Courthouse and victimized by crime, 1989 June 29 [Tape 178] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 28, program 11, A Tribute to Nelson, 1989 July 20 [Tape 179] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, off-season special, An Evening with Judy Lagrange and special guest Lurleen, 1989 August 1 [Tape 151] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 15, program 13, 4th of July special, Cocktail Girlz, Bunny, Heather, 1989 August 3 [Tape 12] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 22, program 1, The Colonel and Duffy at the beach, 1989 August 10 [Tape 110] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, summer season 89, program 1, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, featuring Music Videos By: Anglea Bowie, La Palace de Beaute, Space Seed, Cocktail Gurlz, RuPaul and DeAundra Peek, 1989 August 10 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show (Bud), season 21, program 6, Bubba Goldd's Hour of Goldd with Conjurewoman, Beats Working & the Dale-Roys, RuPaul at Rio, 1989 August 17 [Tape 104] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The American Music Show, summer season 89, program 6, Space Seed Freak Out Party, featuring Music Videos By: La Palace de Beaute, Cocktail Girlz, Mr. Phelps, Jayne County, Space Seed, and DeAundra Peek, Space Seed Video Freak Out THEME SONG (sung by John and Dave), 1989 August 17 [Tape 521] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, summer season 89, program 2, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, featuring Music Videos By: La Palace de Beaute, Fetchin Bones, Space Seed, Pop Tarts, RuPaul, Mr. Phelps, Cocktail Gurlz, Angela Bowie, Something, DeAundra Peek, 1989 August 31 [Tape 526] [original: VHS]
AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer season 89, program 3, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, music videos by La Palace de Beaute, Elouise Montague, Space Seed, Phoebe Legere, Jayne County, Cocktail Gurlz, and DeAundra Peek, 1989 September 7 [Tape 520] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6s9t]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, winter season 89, program 5, Space Seed Video Freak Out Party, Music by: John Sex, Fetchin Bones, Peek Sisters, Cocktail Girlz, Phoebe Legere, RuPaul, 1989 September 14 [Tape 515] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, off-season, Bubba Goldd's Tammy-Thon, 1989 September 14 [Tape 253] [original: VHS]


AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 29, program 1, Aunt Nancy report on Hurricane Hugo plus Voguing lessons, It's Me Nelson follows TAMS, 1989 September 28 [Tape 223.23] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7np]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 29, program 2, B-52's Gossip and DeAundra Peek, 1989 October 5 [Tape 220] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 29, program 4, B-52s in Athens, Liz Turk's Photo Show, Colonel Lonnie Fain, 1989 October 19 [Tape 225] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7r3]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 29, program 5, Pre-Halloween special with Conjurewoman and Nurse McWorld's Halloween Safety Advice, 1989 October 26 [Tape 212] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 29, program 7, Live from Ana Collins Garage sale and show with DeAundra and Conjure Woman, Now Explosion Documentary, with Stuff Music Video, 1989 November 9 [Tape 213] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3w7]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 29, program 10, Salute to Eastern Europe with Rula Octobrina and Duefy Odumsky, 1989 November 30 [Tape 214] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The *American Music Show* (Heidi 86), program 1, 2, The Battered Wives versus the Homeless Street People in Heidi's Holiday Olympics, 1989 December 14 [Tape 195] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 29, program 13, office Christmas Party with Opal Foxx, DeAundra Peek, Ralph Bailey, Opal Sing, Dean Mr. Jesus, 1989 December 21 [Tape 226] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7s7]
AV6 - The *American Music Show*, 1989 Retrospect Review with Scarlet O'Hara Impersonator and Nurse McWorld, 1989 December 28 [Tape 198] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 1, King Week Celebration with DeAundra Peek's Recipes and highlights from Blow Up the Tractor, Opal Foxx show, Making of The *American Music Show* documentary by Vidi Bob, 1990 January 11 [Tape 210] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtjfv]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 3, All Viewer-Request Mailbag, Angie on Geraldo, Topic Women who Inspired Songs, 1990 January 25 [Tape 216] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 4, Rula Octobrina with tape from Magda and DeAundra Peek, 1990 February 1 [Tape 228] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 5, Tammy Faye, Marth Egleston Candler, and King Michael of Rumania, Duffy talks to Aunt Nancy via Satellite, Deee-lite Music Video, "Groove is in the Heart," from MTV, 1990 February 8 [Tape 227] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 6, Senator and Mrs. Paul Simon, Rockin Bones, and the mystery bullet, Vidi Bob's tape of Now Explosion, Dat 4th of July Parade, 1990 February 15 [Tape 237] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 7, Bomb scare, Magda Octobrina, Nelson on Swiss TV, 1990 February 22 [Tape 199] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3rp]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 10, Live from Lurleen's with Now Explosion at 4th of July Parade, G'neal, and Horror house of the Air, 1990 March 15 [Tape 202] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The *American Music Show*, season 17, program 11, Major Treadhead Movie, Barbie and the Atom Bomb, 1990 March 22 [Tape 46] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s94b6]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, season 30, program 12, Live from Lurleen's with the Census taker, Conjurewoman and Mr. Earl, Drives Miss Daisy Music Video, Michael West Together at Last excerpts, Show from Gene and Gabes with Michael as Liberace, Jim and Tammy, Carol Channing, Pee Wee Ethel Merman, Rose Foyer, Sammy Davis Jr., Hefty Black Women, Pearl Bailey and Ella Fitzgerald, Liza at Betty Ford, Ernest, Angley, Steve, and Eddie finale with Carol Ethel Pearl, 1990 March 29 [Tape 218] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 1, Income tax/Easter Egg dying seminar for battered wives with Conjurewoman, Lady Bunny, 1990 April 12 [Tape 312] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5qnx]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 3, RuPaul on Geraldo and Lurleen, Ralph Bailey, and new ad campaign for BB, Sugarsmack, 1990 April 26 [Tape 242] [original: VHS]
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AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 1, Colonel Lonnie Fain and DeAundra Peek live at Cissy's, 1990 May 10 [Tape 235] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 2, Grand opening of La Palace New York C and Mr. Ramone sings, 1990 May 17 [Tape 252] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4xs1]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 3, Tape Watching Party with Virginia McClendon and Lurleen, Turn your Life Around with Fred Willard, 1990 May 24 [Tape 232] [original: VHS] [Note: Side of VHS tape labelled "program 12"] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4g3x]

AV1 - The *American Music Show*, season 15, program 12, Heather's plan for McDonough plus the Cocktail Girlz, 1990 May 31 [Tape 6] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rn6gm]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 4, salute to RuPaul on Buzz plus actress Sylvia Yards, 1990 May 31 [Tape 250] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 5, Elouise Montague, Pam Perry and Aunt Bee, Wanda Peek in Africa, Tree Talkin Wife, 1990 June 7 [Tape 39] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq29n]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 6, Tammy Faye, Fetchin Bones, Preview of DeAundra's Fun Playhouse, 1990 June 14 [Tape 234] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 8, LaStasha Madonna and DeAundra Peek in Twin Peeks and John Pack, 1990 June 28 [Tape 238] [original: VHS] [Note: Side of VHS tape labelled "program 7"] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7xs]

AV5 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), off-season special, program 9, All Shopping with Sonya, Bubba Goldd, Duffy Odem, and Charzann, 1990 July 5 [Tape 158] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6mxs]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, season 24, program 10, Bubba Goldd's special Revival Service to End the Drought with the Dale-Roys, Trade, Conjurewoman, and Sister Vala, 1990 July 12 [Tape 139] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4pr5]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, off-season special, program 11, It came from the lake, Live from our Leisure Center at Palace Vala with Virginia McClendon and Colonel Lonnie Fain, 1990 July 19 [Tape 219] [original: VHS] [Note: date on VHS sleeve labelled "July 30, 1992"]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 12, Reader' Theatre with the Simons and RuPaul movie Beauty, 1990 July 25 [Tape 231] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7vh]
AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 31, program 13, Virginia McClendon, John Pack, and Colonel Lonnie Fain for Lt. Governor, 1990 August 2 [Tape 236] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The *American Music Show* (Bud), season 22, summer off-season 3, Taking Aunt Nancy for a ride, Wanda Peek interviews Louis Farrakhan, Michael West, Bunny, Duffy rides the Merry-go-round, Lashonda's Walkin' Dead School of Beauty, Wanda and R.M.F, Turn your life around Valentine special, 1990 August 23 [Tape 125] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 3, It's me: NELSON!!, 1990 August 30 [Tape 541] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 32, program 2, Colonel Lonnie Fain, Conjurewoman, and Wigstock 90 Highlights, 1990 September 13 [Tape 245] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 32, program 4, Viewer phone-in, Lahoma on Current Affair, Wigstock Minute, Rosser's Gossip, and Virginia McClendon, 1990 September 27 [Tape 239] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 32, program 3, Lady Bunny at the Queen of Cypress Street Pagant, Nurse MacWorld and Mrs. Homebody, and Tammy Faye Bakker, 1990 September 20 [Tape 240] [original: VHS]


AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 32, program 7, DeAundra Peek sits in for Potsy with live viewer phone calls and music by Lurleen, DeAundra, and Deee-Lite, 1990 October 18 [Tape 248] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 32, program 9, Lova Anne's 100th Birthday, Rosser's gossip column of the air, Judy LaGrange, and Sultra Peek's Bedtime Story, 1990 November 1 [Tape 243] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 32, program 10, Virginia McClendon and Duffy narrate pictures of the Singing Peek Sisters and Ralph Bailey and DeAundra Peek sings "What is Love," 1990 November 8 [Tape 246] [original: VHS]


AV6 - The *American Music Show*, season 32, program 12, Annual Thanksgiving Night Parade live from Odum's Trailer Park with commentators Nurse MacWorld and Ralph Bailey plus Access America Preview and RuPaul on CNN, 1990 November 22 [Tape 201] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpmr1]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4xpm]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3st]
AV8 - The American Music Show, off-season 1, Salute to ACT-UP with highlights from Eleganza Show Petrus with Opal Foxx and DeAundra Peek plus response from Boxing Association, Film of Apollo Flight to the Moon from Disney Channel (good space effects), 1990 December 6 [Tape 266] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs805]

AV8 - The American Music Show, off-season 2, Live from Ana Collin's show at Clarence Foster's, 1990 December 13 [Tape 254] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The American Music Show, off-season special 3, Annual Christmas Tribute to Atlanta's Battered Wives with Slippee de Tongue and Kid Cha Cha plus the Pop Tarts Music Video Desiderata, Back up [of] Hi Class Hall of Fame, 1990 December 20 [Tape 241] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4g42]

AV3 - The American Music Show, season 20, program 5, Wanda Peek and RuPaul at the Brotherhood March in Forsyth County, Anvil Bacon Music Video, 1990 December 27 [Tape 98] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpmch]

AV8 - The American Music Show, off-season 5, 1990 Retrospect Revue, 1991 January 3 [Tape 256] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, off-season 6, Anti-Not-Peace special with Virginia McClendon, Nurse MacWorld and Ralph Bailey, 1991 January 10 [Tape 286] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5qkn]

AV9 - The American Music Show, off-season 5, Reverend Bubba Goldd's Emergency King Week Revival with Colonel Lonnie Fain, Ronnie Roy, and Conjurewoman, 1991 January 16 [Tape 313] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvvs7]

AV8 - The American Music Show, off-season 7, program 1, Bubba Goldd's Peace-a-thon with Sister Vala, Ronnie Roy, Colonel Lonnie Fain, Heather Fairingdale, and SMJ Singers and Kid Cha Cha, 1991 January 17 [Tape 277] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 33, program 2, Live from the Bombshelter with Colonel Lonnie Fain, Betty Jack Devine, Nurse Macworld, and Dr. Sally Sibling, 1991 January 31 [Tape 285] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 33, program 4, Live from the Bombshelter with Colonel Lonnie Fain, Betty Jack Devine, Wartime Jeopardy, and Tom Zarrilli, 1991 February 14 [Tape 260] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 33, program 5, Live from the Bombshelter with Colonel Lonnie Fain, Virginia McClendon, Sugarsmack, and Heather Fairingdale's Adapt-A-War-Orphan, 1991 February 21 [Tape 273] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 33, program 6, A special presentation of The Frog Bride Lost episode - The Debutante Ball, 1991 February 28 [Tape 270] [original: VHS]
AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 33, program 8, Dave Clark, Aunt Nancy, Eleganza, and Betty Jack Devine, 1991 March 14 [Tape 276] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The *American Music Show*, season 14, program 9, A Bowling Show, Man falling Through Space, Tony Bingham, 1991 March 21 [Tape 3] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq1f3]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 33, program 10, Aunt Nancy, Da Da Id Superchick, and Nurse MacWorld and Conjurewoman teach Easter Egg Safety, 1991 March 28 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 33, program 11, Colonel Lonnie Fain's Tax Seminar for Seniors with Virginia McClendon, Lou Lewis, and Hope and Pam report from the Carolina Cup [1991 April 4] [Tape 269] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 33, program 12, Darlister Epps, Duffy Odum's Apocalypse, Peta music video, Delores on 1st Edition with Rosser's commentary, 1991 April 11 [Tape 264] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The *American Music Show*, season 33, program 13, Ralph Bailey, Duffy Odum's video, Rosser's report on Trade, Betty Jack Devine's Society News, Ralph and BJ's duet, 1991 April 18 [Tape 259] [original: VHS] [Note: VHS sleeve labelled "program 6," and dated October 24, 1991]

AV9 - The *American Music Show*, spring 1991 off-season 1, DeAundra Peek at the Cracker Barrel, Colonel Lonnie Fain, RuPaul flashback, 1991 April 25 [Tape 280] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5qjh]

AV1 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 3, Fishing at Lake Clare, RuPaul sings Sex Freak in a boat, Piece of Meat video outtakes, 1991 May 9 [Tape 5] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpmxq]

AV9 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 4, Happy Thyme from The Biff Elliott Show and DeAundra Peek's Disco Paradise 2000, 1991 May 16 [Tape 288] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, season 34, program 1, Nurse MacWorld's Memorial Day Safety Tips, 1991 May 23; Filler tape: Duffy poem, special effect segment, Dr. Joe Fowler, Joan Kennedy commercial, James Bond sings Al Green, Paul and Eloise do George and Gracie, Rila Octobrina poem, Peeks dancing to Wash that Man Right Out of My Hairs, James and Fowler sing "Til I Kissed Ya," James Walking to "Staying Alive," [No tape number] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5m6t]


AV8 - The *American Music Show*, program 3, With Mrs. Bond, Marilyn Sings, Christamas around the world, Pam Sings, Mr. and Mrs. Stoval, Dunkash,
DeAundra Report on Rest of Wash, Report on Manhattan Cable from Robert Klein, Review A and E, 1991 June 6 [Tape 262] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs819]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 34, program 4, 1991 June 13 [Tape 275] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 14, program 5, The American Music Show goes to space, Coke protest, Tom and RuPaul on news, 1991 June 20 [Tape 31] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq7nj]

AV8 - The American Music Show, off-season, program 6, Part Two of our trip to space, 1991 June 27 [Tape 255] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The American Music Show, program 7, Return from Space to Celebrity Club, Tammy Faye, 1991 July 4 [Tape 251] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4xrw]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 34, program 9, DeAundra, Betty Jack are Guests, 1991 July 18 [Tape 284] [original: VHS] [Note: Side of VHS tape labelled "program 5"]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 32, program 11, Ralph Bailey hosts as Lady Bunny, Colonel Lonnie Fain in Germany, 1991 July 28; DeAundra's Hi Class Hall o' Fame Theatre, La Bande a Nelson [Sullivan], undated [Tape 247] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4xng]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 34, program 11, Live call-in plus Betty Jack Devine debuts the "Betty-Jack" song, 1991 August 1 [Tape 296] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 18, program 12, Lady Bunny, RuPaul at Saint, Elouise sings, Now Explosion with Juju at Limelight, 1991 August 8 [Tape 37] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq6k5]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 34, program 12, Nurse MacWorld, Lady Clare sings Cigarette Song, Part One of Betty Jack's report on Paris Is Burning, 1991 August 8 [Tape 263] [original: VHS]


[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs7zx]
AV8 - The American Music Show, summer 1991, off-season 1, Heather Fairingdale co-hosts with guests Virginia McClendon and Mrs. Bledsoe plus a Judy LaGrange Report and RuPaul on Manhattan Cable, 1991 August 22 [Tape 272] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The American Music Show, off-season 2, DeAundra Peek Bon Voyage Party to Wigstock with Trina Saxxon singing Magic, Manhattan Cable (Love Ball) and Conjurewoman, 1991 August 29 [Tape 271] [original: VHS]
Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

AV1 - The American Music Show, off-season 4, Koko's first day at school with Mrs. Klarp, Now Explosion live, the Paul Burke Eviction, Pam's show and tell, 1991 September 12 [Tape 23] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq815]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 1, DeAundra Peek, Mrs. Homebody, and Virginia McClendon teaches the tomahawk chop, 1991 September 19 [Tape 268] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s4xt5]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 2, Potsy and Duffy return from up North, Nurse MacWorld checks them out plus Betty Jack Devine's Bottom Line, 1991 September 26 [Tape 278] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 3, Wigstock 91 special produced by the Fashion Patrol and featuring Lahoma, Larry Tee, Deee-lite and more, Toads on Toast, 1991 October 3 [Tape 281] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 4, Colonel Lonnie Fain and Slippity de Tongue, Elizabeth Turk on CNN, and Betty Jack Devine's Signature Report on Larry Tee at Velvet with Love Machine, RuPaul and Hope in Athens, Do the Right Thing, 1991 October 10 [Tape 283] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 5, Claudine Fain from the Fulton County Extension Service Emergency Response Unit, Judge Thomas sings Strokin, and Betty Jack with Larry Tee at Velvet (part two), 1991 October 17 [Tape 282] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The American Music Show, spring 1991, program 8, RuPaul live at Velvet with DeAundra Peek and Ralph Bailey, RuPaul in MopHead elf suit, Kitten, U-Hauls, and Elouise backstage, 1991 November 4-5 [Tape 224] [original: VHS]

AV8 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 8, Ralph Bailey's ACCESS AMERICA Party Live from Velvet with Deacon Lunchbox and DeAundra Peek, 1991 November 7 [Tape 258] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 9, Colonel Lonnie Fain and DeAundra Peek at Metro and the Singing Peek Sisters' Chocolate Song plus Aunt Nancy's broken arm, 1991 November 14 [Tape 294] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 10, Krusty the Clown, Rosser's report on The Fashion Patrol, Betty Jack Devine and her foreign exchange student Gigi, 1991 November 21 [Tape 287] [original: VHS]
AV8 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 11, 1991 Thanksgiving Day Parade hosted by Heather Fairingdale and Happy Tyme with Ralph Bailey and DeAundrra Peek as Grand Marshalls, 1991 November 28 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 16, program 12, Thanksgiving Day Parade from Macon,1991 December 5 [Tape 33] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq20d]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 35, program 13, Betty Jack Devine's report on Kennedy rape trial, Nurse MacWorld's Holiday Depression Remedies, and Duffy's Christmas list, 1991 December 12; The American Music Show, Toads on Toast at Snurd's, undated [Tape 279] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5m00]

AV9 - The American Music Show, off-season 1, Christmas special, Christmas special featuring annual tribute to Atlanta's Battered Wives and Starbooty-style Concentration, Report with DeAundra, Duffy, Candy on Entertainment Tonight, 1991 December 19 [Tape 302] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The American Music Show, off-season 2, Live from Lurleen's Political Showcase at Hommage with Betty Jack Devine, Floyd, Judy Lagrange, DeAundra Peek and more, Womens of DeAundra look Alike Contest, DeAundra sings Chocolate Song, 1991 December 26 [Tape 204] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The American Music Show, off-season 3, Japanese correspondent Keita Nishtani presents report on SC visit and Japan TV plus Betty Jack Devine and DeAundra Peek's Viennner Terriaky recipe, The Views of Nelson, January 2, 1992 [Tape 450] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvvpt]

AV3 - The American Music Show, season 22, program 4, Live from Larry Tee & Lahoma farewell party with Tony Paris, Colonel Lonnie Fain, Wanda & DeAundra and Flashback memories, 1992 January 6 [Tape 108] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9tpn]

AV9 - The American Music Show, off-season 4, DeAundrra and Duffy's report on New Year's Eve at Velvet with Liza plus Adean Salon's post-King Day Depression preventative slowrobicizing, Taping for being taped on Made in the USA, Larry Tee at Velvet with Lurleen and Judy, 1992 January 9 [Tape 303] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show, off-season 22, program 5, Part 2 of Larry Tee and Lahoma's farewell bash with Opal Foxx, Judy LaGrange, Tom Zarrilli, Peek Sisters and Flashback memories, Opal Sings "Easy to Be Hard," with Colonel Fain, 1992 January 13 [Tape 111] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rpmpr]

AV9 - The American Music Show, off-season 6, Heather Fairingdale takes citizen dome-type suggestions plus Hope's house in Charlotte and SugarSmack music video, DeAundrra for TAMS, 1992 January 23 [Tape 291] [original: VHS]
The American Music Show, season 36, program 2, Valentine's Day special with Duffy Odum's Dream Date Game featuring Kid Cha Cha and Ashley Denise plus Sugarsmack, Tom Zarrilli Report on Conyers, 1992 February 13 [Tape 298] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvvqz]

The American Music Show, Season 36, program 3, Bingo night at Snurd's with Dr. Rami and Mrs. Patel and Duffy and Ashley Denise on their Dream Date, 1992 February 20 [Tape 301] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 29, program 3, from Miami Beach, Pop Tarts, Michel Musto, So this is happiness, 1992 February 27 [Tape 209] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 36, program 6, Betty Jack Devine's Signature Report from the Popcorn Party and DeAundra and Rosser with Tula, Supermodel Raw Footage, with Mr. Chuck at Photo Shoot and Vocal Master, 1992 March 12 [Tape 295] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 36, program 7, Live coverage of the DeAundra Peek Look A Like Contest at Velvet, 1992 March 19 [Tape 290] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 36, program 8, Tom Zarrilli's Report from the Conyers Apparition Site, Peek Sisters at Look A Like Contest, Pop Tarts in Atlanta part one, B-52 Report, RuPaul on MTV, Good Stuff, REM END of the World as We Know It[SL2], 1992 March 26 [Tape 319] [original: VHS]

Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

The American Music Show, season 16, program 9, Senior Citizen Exchange program, Agnes God of Fashion Show, 1992 April 2 [Tape 13] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rn6k1]

The American Music Show, season 30, program 10, Highlights from Viva Rumania Telethon, 1992 April 9 [Tape 208] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 36, program 11, Stevette's report on Larry Tee and Pop Tarts visit, report on Wigwood plus Jackee, 1992 April 16 [Tape 299] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, season 36, program 12, a tribute to Deacon Lunchbox with Virginia McClendon and Mrs. Bledsoe plus Hope and Pam at the races, 1992 April 23 [Tape 308] [original: VFS]

The American Music Show, season 36, program 13, Mother's Day Tribute to Atlanta's Battered Waives with free advice from Dr. Salley Sibling plus Phoebe Legere at Velvet, Choose or Lose MTV special with Deee-lite, Action News at 5, Peoples Court, 1992 April 30 [Tape 297] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, off-season, Claudine Fain, Tour of Elvis's Birth home, Betty Jack Devine's Nutty Buddy Report, Pam interviews Hope, and the Maxine Odum Dancers, 1992 May 14 [Tape 318] [original: VHS]
AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 1, Maxine Odum, Betty Jack Devine, Pam at the top of NationsBank, 1992 May 21 [Tape 304] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rptqc]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 2, Rosser's report on Johnny Noxzema and Rexboy, Betty Jack DeVine's review of Edward II, and viewer phone calls, 1992 May 28 [Tape 293] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtpn3]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 3, Made in the USA with The American Music Show, Betty Jack Devine's Popcorn Report, Dora from LA and RuPaul on MTV with the B-52s, 1992 June 4 [Tape 289] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 4, Larry Tee's Music Video and extensive interview with DeAundra Peek, Red Hot and Dance special on MTV with RuPaul, 1992 June 11 [Tape 307] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 27, program 11, La Palace de Beaute live at Club Rio, 1992 June 25 [Tape 184] [original: VHS] [Note: Tape and sleeve also labelled "program 6"]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 7, DeAundra Peek at Gay Pride, Duffy Odum's Birthday Party with Ashley Denise and DeAundra's Losin' My Vienners, 1992 July 2 [Tape 317] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 8, Duffy Odum's report from Alabama's smallest 4th of July Parade in Magnolia Springs plus DeAundra at Eleganza's Anniversary Show, Supermodel Video Base Track, 1992 July 9 [Tape 309] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 9, Mr. Oozie's Farewell performance with Mr. Ramone, Betty Jack DeVine's Signature Report, Interview with Samantha Claar, DeAundra's Losin My Vienners, and RuPaul on Red, Hot and Dance, DeAundra's Mysterious Ways Music Video, Univision stuff, 1992 July 16 [Tape 300] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 12, Betty Jack Devine's Signature Report Interview with RuPaul at Velvet, and Daisy Chain's Achy Breaky Heart, 1992 August 6 [Tape 292] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, season 37, program 13, Show done for the Pop Tarts' Made in the USA with Lurleen, Heather Fairingdale and Conjurewoman plus Duffy's Ted Turner song and Daisy Chain teaching the Achy Breaky dance, 1992 August 13 [Tape 310] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, off-season 1, Nurse MacWorld and Conjurewoman remove ugly Republican pollution from inside viewers' TV sets, Lurleen, Judy and Trina interviewed by Clive at Eleganza show, Popcorn Magazine preview, Sugarsmack at Velvet, Supermodel on the Grind MTV, 1992 August 20 [Tape 314] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5qvr]
AV10 - The American Music Show, off-season 2, Live from the Popcorn Party at Velvet with Bud and DeAundra Peek and guests Trina Saxxon, Daisy Chain, Mr. Chuck and more, 1992 August 27 [Tape 354] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The American Music Show, off-season 3, Potsy's beauty treatment by Adean Salon's Salon, Pop Tarts' report on Wigstock '91, Duffy's report on majorette safety and song with Daisy Chain, Virginia McClendon's message, Parts of HBO DRAG special, Sylvester's Mighty Road Music Video, RuPaul on BET with Video Soul Donny, 1992 September 3 [Tape 315] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 38, program 1, Live coverage of Swank at Velvet with Betty Jack Devine, Daisy Chan and Adean Salon plus Wigstock on the News, RuPaul on Entertainment Tonight, 1992 September 17 [Tape 337] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The American Music Show, season 25, program 2, Starbooty III - Starbooty's Revenge, 1992 September 24 [Tape 172] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 38, program 3, Bud at Niagara falls, surprise interview with Captain America, special report from DeAundra and Daisy's Pep Rally, and Gossip with Rosser, Hall of Fame Show with Bunny, VH1, 1992 October 1 [Tape 330] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 38, program 4, special guest Maxine Odum with expert analysis of Joe Kelly's return to the dance stage, Margaret Parker's Wigstock report, DeAundra Peek at the Project X Party, 1992 October 8 [Tape 340] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The American Music Show, season 38, program 5, special guest Barbi Q plus Rosser's report on the Homoerotic Show at 800 East and Betty Jack Devine's Campaign Song, 1992 October 15; clips of Peter No One with Lady Bunny from the VH1 Music Video Hall of Fame Awards, undated [No tape number] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5m7z]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 38, program 6, Presidential Forum with Jean and Senator Paul Simon, Seymour Worm and Duffy Odum as Ross Perot, Sugarsmack at Velvet, 1992 October 22; DeAundra's U-2 and Supermodel Raw Videos, undated [Tape 332] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s699c]

AV7 - The American Music Show, season 29, program 8, A Live RuPaul Concert special, Club Rio in the Snow, 1992 November 5 [Tape 223] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s47nd]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 38, program 9, Rosser's report on RuPaul at Velvet, Supermodel video, Conjurewoman's Jubilation Blessing Song, Joey Arias at Velvet, Duffy gathers Vines, Some MTV, 1992 November 12 [Tape 338] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 38, program 10, Mary Margaret Fain reports on DeAundra Peek plus Supermodel music video, RuPaul on MTV News,
RuPaul and Bunny on Joan Rivers, 1992 November 19 [Tape 335] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 38, program 11, Annual Thanksgiving Night Parade hosted by Ralph Bailey and Betty Jack Devine with Nurse MacWorld in the Safety Unit and Grand Marshall Daisy Chain, RuPaul at MTV spring Break, 1992 November 26 [Tape 334] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 38, program 12, Virginia McClendon with ideas for a Socialist Christmas, Joey Arias, "Supermodel" on MTV's The Grind, Rosser's news, reenactment of RuPaul/Sandra Bernhardt conversation, 1992 December 3; Lurleen interviews Judy LaGrange at Velvet, April 17, 1993 [Tape 331] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6987]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 2, Annual Christmas special where Battered Wives compete for cash and prizes playing What's My Injury, 1992 December 24 [Tape 316] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 38, program 3, Bubba Goldd's state-flag picking phone-in with Betty Jack Devine, Interview with Hope, Birth of Pups, Jayne Coat, 1993 February 4 [Tape 327] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5wdg]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 4, RuPaul-a-Thon with live phone call to Ru and highlights of RuPaul's daylong media blitz plus Rosser's gossip, RuPaul on *Arsenio*, and CNN Showbiz, 1993 February 11 [Tape 336] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 5, Fashion Patrol report and phone call, DeAundra and Daisy wait for the 800 East Limo, and RuPaul and Ashley Nichole reenact RuPaul's DETAILS interview, RuPaul on Sonya Live with Bobbi Batista on CNN, 1993 February 18 [Tape 351] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 6, RuPaul on HBO, Maxine Odum with Bunny song and trailer safety, and Betty Jack Devine and Aunt Roz discuss the new Popcorn, Bob Hope, Bing Crosby Movie, *The Arsenio Hall Show* with Howie Mandel, 1993 February 25 [Tape 328] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 38, program 7, Rummaging through RuPaul's trunk, Virginia McClendon and Rosser, and RuPaul on Entertainment Tonight, 1993 March 4 [Tape 322] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5qww]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 8, Hope Nicholls, Rosser's report from JoHanna's with Cissy Rimwell, and Betty Jack Devine sings Free Nelson Mandela, RuPaul visits Joan Rivers for the Whole Hour, 1993 March 11 [Tape 323] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5qb6]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 9, Nurse MacWorld with snow safety tips, Mountain Pig Report and Betty Jack's letter-on-tape, Betty Jack and Aunt Roz, Stuff, 1993 March 18 [Tape 320] [original: VHS]
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 11, GiGi's going away party with DeAundra's Supermodel video and RuPaul Worldwide, 1993 April 1 [Tape 325] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 12, RuPaul's Family Reunion, Rumour Control Hotline and Bunny preview, Interview with Llana Lloyd and daughter at Angie's Condo, Glitter Goddess, Movie Maker, 1993 April 8 [Tape 324] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 39, program 13, Lurleen "Live" and Bunny Report from Velvet, 1993 April 15 [Tape 321] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, off-season 1, Lurleen interviews Judy LaGrange from Velvet, Adean Salon, and Conjurewoman blesses the marchers, 1993 April 22 [Tape 350] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, off-season 2, Margaret Parker's historical photos, Judy LaGrange heckled, RuPaul at March on Washington, and Colonel Lonnie Fain, RuPaul, Back 2 My Roots BET Premiere, 1993 April 29 [Tape 346] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, off-season 3, Live from Popcorn with Colonel Lonnie Fain, Betty Jack, Aunt Roz, Mona Love, Cissy Rimwell, Barbi Q and More!, Theodophallus and Aristotle, DeAundra on Tangents GPTV on Channel 8, 1993 May 6 [Tape 352] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, off-season 4, an evening with DeAundra Peek plus Lahoma report from the Fashion Patrol, RuPaul on Arsenio with Bill Crosby, 1993 May 13 [Tape 329] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 1, RuPaul music video, Theodophallus and Onassis, Cartoon Show and Betty Jack Devine previews Wigwood, Back to my Roots Premiere on The Grind, 1993 May 20 [Tape 345] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 2, live Wigwood coverage plus animation of RuPaul Tell the Difference, 1993 May 27 [Tape 343] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 3, RuPaul, Ralph Bailey, and DeAundra Peek from other media, 1993 June 3 [Tape 349] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 4, Lonnie to Lani special with Colonel Lonnie Fain and Dr. Lani Granier plus Betty Jack Devine and live phone call to RuPaul, 1993 June 10 [No tape number] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 5, Llana Lloyd talks about Glitter Goddess of the Sunset Strip, Betty Jack and Aunt Roz Sing Stuff, RuPaul FanClub Report, 1993 June 17 [Tape 341] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 6, DJ Tennessee, Duffy does Philadelphia, and FanClub News, Angie on Real Personal, 1993 June 24 [Tape 326] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 - | The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 7, Steve Lafrieniere and Chicago celebrities are questioned by a panel of journalists: Maxine Odum, Daisy |
Chain and Aunt Roz., special guest Betty Jack Devine, 1993 July 1 [Tape 348] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 40, program 9, Sister 2 Sister special - excerpts from the Fashion Patrol's ON PATROL from New York City!, 1993 July 15 [Tape 344] [original: VHS]

AV9 - The *American Music Show*, Colonel Lonnie Fain at the Palmetto Mall Little Theatre, Betty Jack Devine's Supper Club Hints, and Nurse MacWorld's Concert Safety Tips, Tammy Faye on Jerry springer, RuPaul at R and R Hall o Fame from Week in Rock, 1993 July 29 [Tape 305] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, off-season, A Fabulous Evening with Lurleen and Psychic Judy LaGrange, RuPaul on Arsenio Hall Show, 1993 September 9 [Tape 386] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 1, GiGi and Arge at the Apparition Site, Rosser's gossip, Strange Party B.C., at Axys, 1993 September 16 [Tape 337] [original: VHS]


AV11 - The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 3, DeAundra Peek goes to Wigstock, Betty Jack DeVine, RuPaul at Billboard Music Awards with Tootie and Queen Latifah, 1993 September 30 [Tape 513] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 4, The Singing Peek Sisters featuring Baby Jean Peek with Betty Jack Devine at the Eric Spivey fundraiser at Velvet, Duffy's Dancing for Dream Love, 1993 October 7 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 6, Ashley Brickette with RuPaul FanClub letters, Duffy debuts Little Drummer Boy by RuPaul and Tammy Fayy, Bakker from Palm Desert via satellite, 1993 October 21 [Tape 359] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 7, Sugarbaby and April, DeAundra Peek, and last minute campaign appeal from Heather Fairingdale plus Nurse MacWorld's Halloween safety tips, Sugarbaby and April Music Video, I Got Your Boyfriend, 1993 October 28 [Tape 367] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5wk5]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, program 9, DeAundra's Report from RuPaul's In-Store at Turtles plus the return of GiGi, RuPaul hostesses TNT favorite Movie, 1993 November 11 [Tape 374] [original: VHS] [Note: Side of VHS tape is labelled "August 12, 1993"]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 10, Part One of The *American Music Show's* Yankee StarSearch live from Foxy's in Chicago, 1993 November 18 [Tape 358] [original: VHS]
| AV11 | The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 11, Annual Thanksgiving night parade with commentators Duffy Odum, Betty Jack Devine, and Rosser with Grand Marshall Mr. Chuck, 1993 November 25 [Tape 365] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5m14] |
| AV14 | The *American Music Show*, season 41, program 12, Part Two of The *American Music Show*'s Yankee StarSearch live from Foxy's in Chicago, Toxic Avenger II and III, 1993 December 2 [Tape 375] [original: VHS] |
| AV4  | The *American Music Show*, off-season 1, 1988 Retrospective Revue, 1993 December 16 [Tape 121] [original: VHS] |
| AV10 | The *American Music Show*, off-season 2 Christmas special, Annual Christmas Party for Atlanta's Battered Wives with DeAundra Peek and the Heidmas Play, 1993 December 23 [Tape 369] [original: VHS] [Note: Damaged tape] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5m28] |
| AV13 | The *American Music Show*, off-season 4, Live from the Popcorn Magazine offices with Aunt Roz, Colonel Lonnie Fain and the Chicago Boys, SugarSmack, OATS, 1994 January 6 [Tape 404] [original: VHS] |
| AV14 | The *American Music Show*, off-season 5, RuPaul videos and Nurse MacWorld's post-King Day depression tips, 1994 January 13; Aunt Roz at Popcorn Release, Betty Jack at Psyikos, 1994 February 21 [Tape 378] [original: VHS] |
| AV12 | The *American Music Show*, season 45, program 1, post King Day depression fighting with DeAundra Peek in Washington and Rosser's gossip, DeAundra's laugh in segment for Wigstock, 1994 January 18 [Tape 444] [original: VHS] |
| AV7  | The *American Music Show*, program 1, RuPaul in Miami Beach, 1994 January 20 [Tape 203] [original: VHS] |
| AV14 | The *American Music Show*, season 42, program 2, World premiere of DeAundra Peek's Dream Lover & Ashley Briquette sits in for Potsy plus Conjurewoman gives the Super Bowl spread, 1994 January 27 [Tape 360] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvw05] |
| AV14 | The *American Music Show*, season 42, program 3, Rosser's report of RuPaul in the News of the World and Dr. Salley Sibling counsels Super Bowl's Battered Wives, DeAundra at Southern Voice Awards, 1994 February 3 [Tape 363] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvzkq] |
| AV14 | The *American Music Show*, season 42, program 4, Rosser's report on RuPaul in the News of The World (Part Two) with RuPaul interview and APS preview, Duffy sings and report from Chicago, 1994 February 10 [No tape number] [original: VHS] |
| AV14 | The *American Music Show*, season 42, program 6, Visitors from Taos and Chicago sit with Ashley Nichole's RuPaul phone call, Aunt Roz's report form the Popcorn premiere and Betty Jack Devine, 1994 February 24 [Tape 372] [original: VHS] |
AV14 - The American Music Show, season 42, program 7, Viewer phone calls, Betty Jack at Physikos, Ashley Nichole reads RuPaul fan mail, 1994 March 3 [Tape 371] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The American Music Show, season 42, program 8, Salute to Ralph Bailey with Virginia McClendon and Adene Salon plus Ralph live at the Hangnail, Ralph Sings Bridge over Troubled Waters, Gin and Ralph Sing "Just In Time," 1994 March 10 [Tape 373] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 45, program 9, special guest stars Betty Jack Devine and DeAundra Peek, RuPaul on Ricki Lake, 1994 March 16-17 [Tape 431] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The American Music Show, season 42, program 9, Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya Harding meet for the first time on TV, 1994 March 17 [Tape 364] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 42, program 10, Live from Popcorn with Adene Salon, Lurleen, Judy LaGrange and more, 1994 March 24 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 42, program 11, Salute to Chicago special, 1994 March 31 [Tae 381] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 42, program 12, Live from Popcorn with DeAundranda Peek and the Chicago Crowd, 1994 April 7 [Tape 368] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 42, program 13, Call in questions for Duffy and Pam Perry live from Dottie’s with Oats, 1994 April 14 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, off-season 1, World premiere of Sugarsmack's UFO's music video plus Brenda a GoGo and RuPaul on In Living Color, DeAundra with Judy and Trina at Trina's B'day Pty at Metro, 1994 April 21 [Tape 393] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, off-season 2, DeAundra Peek at the Southern Voice Awards, RuPaul on the Brit Awards, and Heather Fairingdale's proclamation, Colonel Lonnie Fain and DeAundra and Emma at Arge's, 1994 April 28; RuPaul at Commitment to 3500, 1995 January 18 [Tape 215] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, off-season 3, Aunt Roz talks about her stunt double work on The Last Confederate Widow plus RuPaul at the Brit Awards and Y'all, Richie Rich at Velvet interviewed by Barbie and Trina, 1994 May 5 [Tape 410] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, off-season 4, Duffy's On the Eve of a Sinkhole song plus Betty Jack DeVine at the Mandela Inauguration, 1994 May 12, Pickles Show at Metro, 1994 June 17 [Tape 384] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvzn0]

AV13 - The American Music Show, program 1, Live coverage of RuPaul's King Day Concert in the snow at Velvet, 1994 May 19 [Tape 413] [original: VHS] [Note: VHS sleeve labeled "off-season 7, 1992 January 30"]
AV13 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 2, Live from Wigwood with Betty Jack Devine, DeAundra Peek, Daisy Chain and more, RuPaul on Conan, RuPaul on Ellen, 1994 May 26 [Tape 403] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 4, Presents from Kentucky viewers plus live coverage of the Pat Fields Fashion Extravaganza at Velvet with Barbi Q and Trina Saxxon, 1994 June 9 [Tape 401] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 5, The Singing Peek Sisters featuring DeAundra Peek, Starla Peek and Baby Jean Peek live at The Core, 1994 June 16 [Tape 387] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5wm5]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 6, Colonel Lonnie Fain and James Bond plus the Pickles Show at Metro and RuPaul on Italian television, Jayne County Interactive Interview, 1994 June 23 [Tape 409] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 7, RuPaul live on the phone, Supermodel Megamix Music Video, Claudine Fain from the Colonel Lonnie Fain for Lt. Gov. Campaign, 1994 June 30 [Tape 399] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 9, GiGi, Ralph Bailey, Trina and Barbie interview Richie Rich, Mrs. Lonnel Fain, Octoberfest at Dream Hostel with DeAundra, Bubblles, Talitha, 1994 July 14 [Tape 398] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 11, SugarBaby, tribute to Syntilla, Rosser's gossip and Heather Fairingdale, 1994 July 22 [Tape 395] [original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show, program 12, Good Will Games, RuPaul Press Conf., Barry Bob Brian's Birthday, 1994 August 5 [Tape 54] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8z9g]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 43, program 13, Dr. Salley Sibling's workshop on Nixon blaming with Colonel Lonnie Fain and Claudine Fain plus Betty Jack Devine and 1st installment of the Nelson special, 1994 August 12 [Tape 382] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The American Music Show, season 17, off-season 1, "The Wild Thing" starring RuPaul, 1994 August 19, [Tape 34] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq7wh]

AV13 - The American Music Show, off-season 2, Live from Metro twice: at Trina's Birthday with DeAundra Peek and at the Olympics out of Cobb Celebration with Betty Jack Devine, 1994 August 26 [Tape 396] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtjj8]

AV13 - The American Music Show, off-season 4, Direct from the bar at the Colonel Lonnie Fain for Lt. Gov. Campaign Headquarters with Betty Jack Devine and the Fabulous Rosser, 1994 September 8 [Tape 412] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, off-season 5, Direct from the bar at the Colonel Lonnie Fain for Lt. Gov. Campaign Headquarters with Betty Jack Devine, Co. Lonnie Fain and DeAundra Peek recorded live at the Pyramid Club New York
C. Colonel and Betty Jack sing Cotton Candy, 1994 September 15 [Tape 402] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 1, Mrs. Lonnel Fain, Claudine Fain, and the Now Explosion Time Capsule plus Rosser interviews SciFi Writer, 1994 September 22 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 2, Heather Fairingdale, Amy and Clay, Betty Jack Devine, 1st Installment of the Nelson special, 1994 September 29 [Tape 391] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 3, Colonel Lonnie Fain answers viewers phone calls, Phoebe marries a bull, Rosser, Nelson special continues, 1994 October 6 [Tape 397] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 5, Live from the Colonel Lonnie Fain Campaign HQ with guest bartender Quentin, report from Octoberfest at Dream Hostel and Suge Fain's Recipe for Joggin' in a Jug, 1994 October 20 [Tape 388] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 6, SuperChic in Concert plus Heather Fairingdale's Fingernail Polish Seminar for Battered Wives, 1994 October 27 [Tape 400] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 7, Colonel Lonnie Fain's Campaign Countdown, Claudine Fain, Heather Fairingdale and her new assistant Chad Stone, 1994 November 3; RuPaul on Xtra, 1994 December 6 [Tape 383] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 8, An Evening with James Bond plus Pam's LomaX replay, 1993 November 4 [Tape 257] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs82f]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 8, exclusive look backstage at TAMS plus DeAundra Peek on On Patrol and Phoebe Legere photos, 1994 November 10 [No tape number] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvzx3]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 9, Duffy Odum's Trial, 1994 November 17 [Tape 390] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 10, Annual Thanksgiving Night Parade with Little Miss Itty Bitty Christmas Parade - Baby Jean Peek, 1994 November 24 [Tape 385] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5m3d]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 11, Jayne County Interview plus Duffy Odum and Ashley Nicole's Report on how children can tell if their parents are going to kill them with Conjurewoman, 1994 December 1 [Tape 408] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 44, program 12, SugarBaby sits in for Potsy with special guest Tobell from New York C and Richie Rich music video, 1994 December 8 [Tape 411] [original: VHS]
AV14 - The *American Music Show*, season 44, program 13, Nurse MacWorld's tribute to Dr. Elders with a masturbation teach-in for Duffy Odum plus Larry Tee, Lahoma and Tobell at Velvet, 1994 December 15-16 [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvzs]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 2, Maxine Odum's Christmas special with Aunt Roz, Barbi Q, Talitha and a salute to Atlanta's Battered Wives, 1994 December 22-23 [Tape 407] [original: VHS]


AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 45, program 4, real life problems and solutions for drag queens moving to Chattanooga, 1995 February 9 [Tape 434] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtpgd]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 45, program 6, Claudine Fain, DeAundra Peek and SugarBaby at the Velvet anniversary party and Betty Jack Devine, Maxine and Roz, Segments 1-5, [1995] February 23-24 [Tape 421] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 45, program 7, SugarBaby does Rolling on the River and exclusive coverage of Claudine Fain's home-schooling court trial against Duffy Odum, Jessico special from Tennessee, 1995 March 2 [Tape 430] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtjh4]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 45, program 8, Part Two of Claudine Fain vs The South Fulton Board of Education et al., Sassy at Red Square, 1995 March 9 [Tape 418] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtjkd]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, season 45, program 10, verdict in the Claudine Fain vs South Fulton Board of Education, RuPaul on All My Children, 1995 March 22 [Tape 446] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6n19]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, season 45, program 12, live reports from the SugarBaby Concert and the Smoke Concert, RuPaul in George and Alana, 1995 April 6-7 [Tape 436] [original: VHS]


AV13 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 1, Jayne County and Nurse MacWorld take telephone questions plus Pam Perry with SugarSmack, 1995 April 19 [No tape number] [original: VHS]
AV13 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 3, Pam Perry with Oats, tribute to Azalea, Rat Boy and Ashely Briquette's RuPaul report, RuPaul with Diana Ross on ET, I will survive Music Video Preview on ET, 1995 May 3 [No tape number] [original: VHS]


AV12 - The *American Music Show*, season 46, program 2, Live from Wigwood with Betty Jack Devine, Daisy Chain and more, 1995 May 24 [Tape 445] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, season 46, program 3, Chris Hatcher, part one of our exclusive video illustration of RuPaul's Lettin' It All Hang Out and debut of TAMS Readers' Theatre, RuPaul on Closeup with Monica, 1995 May 31 [Tape 443] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 46, program 4, Ashley Briquette and Tiffany Gail with RuPaul FanClub News, RuPaul on NBC and Duffy with the return of Bladdus, Promo for RuPaul on Ricki Lake, [1995] June 8-9 [Tape 426] [original: VHS]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, program 7, Betty Jack Does Pride with Guests DeAundra Peek, The Velvet Float and SuperChic, 1995 June 14 [Tape 333] [original: VHS] [Note: VHS sleeve is labelled "program 6"]


AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 46, program 12, Heather Fairingdale, Claudine Fain, Durry's Report from Susan's Trial, Dough Hemlich - Magician and Spa-need Recognition Scene, Pickles Grand Finale, 1995 August 3-4 [Tape 432] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 1, Claudine Fain, Maxine Odum, Darlister Epps, Debut of Maxine and Roz and Guest Musical Artiste Phillip Columbus Plus the Colonel's Band, DeAundra's Screen Test, 1995 August 17 [Tape 416] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtpmz]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 47, program 2, Claudine Fain versus. Ms. Duncanette Courtcase part two including RuPaul's Free to be music video, Phoebe Music Videos, Male Groupie, Here I am, Lady Friday Injecticide, [1995] September 21-22 [original: VHS]

AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 47, program 4, New Conversational Topics from Rosser for the Post-OJ Environment with special Guest Betty Jack Devine, RuPaul on 1995 Clio Awards on Fox, 1995 October 5-6 [Tape 423] [original: VHS]
AV13 - The American Music Show, season 47, program 6, Maxine and Aunt Roz promote Good Morning Odum's telecast next week, 1995 October 19-20 [Tape 424] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 47, program 7, special Presentation - Good Morning Odum's with Maxine Odum, Aunt Roz and special guest star Betty Jack Devine, [1996] October 26-27 [Tape 435] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 47, program 9, Chris Hatcher, faxes from viewers, Rosser with Trade and SugarBaby, and Bud'a Alien Abduction, [1996] November 9-10 [Tape 427] [original: VHS]

AV13 - The American Music Show, season 47, program 10, police investigation of Bud's kidnapping plus Bud's kidnapper in space & Sassy, 1996 November 16 [Tape 428] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtpjp]


AV17 - The American Music Show, season 47, program 13, Battered Wives Compete for Bullet-Proof Vests and Aqua Lungs in the Miss Merry Christmas Battered Wife Pageant, [1996] December 7-8 [Tape 529] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s69bh]

AV12 - The American Music Show, winter 1997, program 1, An Evening with Jayne County, 1997 February 7-8; Cherry Bomb; RuPaul performance at club in New York City, 1997 undated [Tape 449] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s73gh]

AV12 - The American Music Show, winter 1997, program 2, Exclusive coverage of the closing of The Velvet, 1997 February 14; Rolanda talk show with guests Margaret Maldonado-Jackson, Robin Greer, Jody Tresidder, Angela Bowie, Jack Gordon, Bill Pentland, Olivia Goldsmith, 1996 undated [Tape 467] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s766q]

AV12 - The American Music Show, winter 1997, program 3, DeAundra and Duffy with The Swans, Battered Wives Chorale, premiere simulcast with Tennavision on Manhattan Cable, Backup Copy of Peeks with Monkey One, 1997 February 21-22 [Tape 474] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s7680]

AV12 - The American Music Show, winter 1998 program 6, disposition of Paula Jones by Ralph Bailey and Darlister Epps with special advisor Susan Carpenter MacMillan plus special report on SugarSmack concert in Little 5 Points, 1998 February 27-28 [Tape 463] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s765k]
AV12 - The American Music Show, winter 1997, program 7, DJTennessee and special guest GiGi, world premiere of Sassy's music video, RuPaul's "A Little Bit of Love" and live performance by Sassy, 1997 March 21-22 [Tape 441] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, winter 1997, program 8, Live special event coverage of the Singing Peek Sisters Concert with Monkey One and guest artist Sassy; Backup copy of Maxine and Roz concert with Monkey One; Peepaw's Dead by Baby Jo, 1997 March 28-29 [No tape number] [original: VHS] [Note: paper slip inside VHS sleeve]

AV14 - The American Music Show, summer 97, program 1, Live from Odum's All Doublewide Trailer Park: a special presentation of Good Morning Odum's with Maxine Odum, Aunt Roz, Claude, Lupie, and Lurleen, 1997 April 2; Nash Bridges episode guest starring RuPaul, 1996 [Tape 481] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The American Music Show, summer 1997, program 4, Maxine Odum and Aunt Roz in concert with Monkey One with special guests Hagatha and Chico, 1997 June 6 [Tape 482] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, summer 97, program 5, Claudine Fain announces candidacy and shows campaign announcement, Shawn Dogy Dog, and DeAundra Peek at Lily White's Birthday Party at Metro, 1997 June 13 [Tape 471] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, summer 97, program 6, Ashley Briquette talks about her work with the RuPaul fan club, Brittany Faye Lee sings, Shoop Doggy sings, preview of Diamond Lil show, 1997 June 20 [Tape 480] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The American Music Show, summer 1997, program 7, Duffy Odum and Ashley Briquette preview their Monkey One Show, Mrs. Broomheim sings Sex Machine, Flabio Odum does You're My... and David Moore's Maxine and Roz Adventures, Flabbi Sings I'm Your Venus, I'm Your Fire, Ashley and Duffy Sing "Send in the Clowns," 1997 June 27 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The American Music Show, summer 1997, program 8, Duffy Odum's summer concert at the Tavern with Ashley Briquette, Candy suntop, CooKE Mix, Madame Mozelle, and Monky1, 1997 July 4 [Tape 472] [original: VHS]
AV12 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1997, program 9, Mrs. Broomhold, Rosser's Report About Amy, Surprise Bookclub and Kid Cha Cha, 1997 July 11 [Tape 470] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1997, program 10, tribute to Versace, report on TAMS pictures at Airport, Claudine Fain campaign committee with Izzy Swern and Mrs. Broomhole and Mrs. B sings Vogue, 1997 July 18 [Tape 469] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s767v]


AV11 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1997, program 13, Tammy Sue Henderson cheerleads, Phoebe Legere sings Lady Friday, Nurse MacWorld at Moreland Avenue Pop Festival, Mrs. Blumhold, Paul 2000 at Nomenclature, 1997 August 6 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, Program 1, La Palace de Beaute in Concert, 1997 September 12-13 [Tape 468] [original: VHS]


AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 3, new puppet friends, Veterinarian Dr. Hunkepillar, Sassy sings YMCA, RuPaul sings Kiss, Jane West, Dale-Roys preview, 1997 September 25 [Tape 478] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 4, special guests Colonel Lonnie Fain, Happy Fine and James Bond sing BobDylan song, videos of Jane West and Vet. Dr. Hunkepillar, new puppet friends do Another One Bites The Dust, 1997 October 3-4 [Tape 473] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 6, Colonel Lonnie Fain and Happy Fine play and sing; Ryanne Cannon's poetry, DeAundra Peek sings Elvis, and the return of the news with Wanda Peek featuring Heather Fairingdale, 1997 October 17-18 [Tape 461] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s73kx]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 7, sunbeam Leaftree analyzes RuPaul's Christmas art, Colonel Lonnie Fain and Happy Fine play and sing and tune the viola-uke (TM), Sassy at Moreland Ave. and The News with Wanda Peek, 1997 October 24-25 [Tape 476] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 8, Halloween special with special guest Jayne County plus Colonel Lonnie Fain and Happy Fine, 1997 October 31-November 1 [Tape 464] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 9, Citizens Panel with Mona Love and snood question Colonel Lonnie Fain and Happy Fine, Music by Phoebe
Legere and Colonel Lonnie Fain, 1997 November 7-8 [Tape 452] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 11, Flashback Thanksgiving Parade from Macon, Georgia, with Ralph Bailey, DeAundra Peek, and Grand Marshall Trade, and Tom Zarrilli's Assassination Deck of Cards, Dances to Ping Ting Ting, 1997 November 11 [Tape 164] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs2rk]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 10, Ryanne Kannon previews new play with Colonel Lonnie Fain, special write in guest Beulah who sings Brickhouse and Alabama Jones does country, Faine and Fine perform, and special request video: steppin' on the Clouds, 1997 November 14-15 [Tape 458] [original: VHS]


[Note: VHS sleeve labelled "program 12"]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s5m4j]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1997, program 13, Battered Wives Holiday Contest with contestants The Sauce Girl, Mrs. X and Lashandra hosted by Colonel Lonnie Fain, 1997 December 3 [Tape 462] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, winter 1997, program 4, live from Ralph Bailey's Benefit Concert for the AIDS Survival Project featuring Monkey One at Moreland Avenue Tavern, 1997 Undated [Tape 447] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s73fc]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, winter 1997, program 6, premiere of RuPaul's music video ""A Little Bit of Love,"" DJ Tennessee, and special interview with and performance by the Rayblitten Epps Family Singers, Epps Butt Dance, 1997 undated [Tape 440] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6n3k]

AV16 - The *American Music Show*, winter 1997, 60 seconds promo, 1997 undated [Tape 577] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 1, Preview of New Sugarsmack CD, Trucker Sam, Monkey One, Telephone Cal from DeAundra Peek, 1998 January 30-31 [Tape 455] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 3, special edition of Claudine' Fain's Swap and Shop with guests Abe and Myrtle plus Diamond Lil, 1998 February 6-7 [Tape 465] [original: VHS]


AV12 - The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 5, disposition of Monica Lewensky by Darlister Epps, Happy Fine and Ralph Bailey plus Wanda Peek's
exclusive interview with Monica Lewensky, 1998 February 20-21 [Tape 451]  
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s73hn]  
Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

AV17 -  
The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 7, SPECIAL 10TH  
ANNIVERSARY EDITION OF WHO'S HOW DRUNK (TM) with Judges  
Rosser, Arge, Colonel Lonnie Fain and Rusty and Dusty, parents of the  
septuplets, Colonel Fain sings Solitary Man, 1998 March 6-7 [Tape 538]  
[original: VHS]

AV12 -  
The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 10, BONUS EDITION OF  
WHO'S HOME DRUNK with guest Judges Happy Fine and Liberace Jones  
with Bobby Schlong and Laddie calling Kid Cha Cha, Ralph Bailey is guest  
moderator, 1998 March 13-14 [Tape 453] [original: VHS] [Note: VHS sleeve  
labelled "program 8"]  
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s73js]

AV17 -  
The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 9, special viewer request  
EDITION OF WHO'S HOME DRUNK with guest Judges Happy Fine,  
Boompma Bailey, Alex and Satan, Lolly Carton sings The Devil Went Down to  
Georgia, 1998 March 19-20 [Tape 535] [original: VHS]

AV14 -  
The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 10, The Swern Bros. special  
Edition of Who's Home Drunk with guest judges Monda Love, Boompma  
Bailey, Klowny Clown, and Wanda Peek, Wanda sings Boompma Don't Preach,  
1998 March 27 [Tape 485] [original: VHS]

AV17 -  
The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 11, Ralph Bailey and The  
Bailey Brothers featuring Boompma Bailey in concert with Monkey One at the  
MoAve, 1998 April 3-4 [Tape 537] [original: VHS]

AV12 -  
The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 12, Surprise Reunion of  
DeAundra Peek and Wanda Peek with special surprise guest Kowny Klown,  
1998 April 10-11 [Tape 456] [original: VHS]

AV17 -  
The *American Music Show*, winter 1998, program 13, Wigwood infomercial with  
Mona Love, Talitha and the fabulous Rosser plus Co. Lonnie Fain and Happy  
Fine, 1998 April 17-18 [Tape 531] [original: VHS]

AV17 -  
The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 1, Vidalia Onion Expert  
Bubba Sweet, Michael Malone, DeAundra and Mona at the Wigwood  
Warm Up and the Return of Betty Jack Devind, 1998 May 22-23 [Tape 533]  
[original: VHS]

AV17 -  
The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 2, Live from Wigwood 1998  
with hostess Betty Jack Devine - featuring Paul and Sassy, Sox With Attitude,  
Emma Peel, Richard Bicknell, Fern and the Fronds, Big Ruby and more, 1998  
May 29-30 [Tape 546] [original: VHS]
AV13 - The *American Music Show*, season 43, program 3, On the road at the Maxine Odum and Aunt Roz concert at The Core, 1998 June 5-6 [Tape 405] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 4, special guest hostesses Maxine Odum and Aunt Roz sit in for Potsy and sing Tonight's the Night plus Betty Jack Devine at Wigwood and Nurse MacWorld at the MoAve, 1998 June 12-13 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 5, Maxine and Roz in concert with Monkey One live at the Metro with special guests Miss LooLee and Chio Nunez, 1998 June 19-20 [Tape 542] [original: VHS]


AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 8, special guest King Friday 13th plus Colonel Lonnie Fain and a Letter from Aunt Nancy, music by Miss LooLee and the Now Explosion featuring RuPaul, 1998 July 10-11 [Tape 545] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 9, Potsy's twin sister Dotsy sits in Colonel Lonnie Fain, Adene Salon Salon analyzes Aerobics Competition, Bubba sweet with South Georgia News, Peek Sisters with Monkey One, 1998 July 17-18 [Tape 544] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 10, live telecast from the Monkey One Concert at Metro with The Baileys, Includes special simulcast of Tennevision with Tennessee interviewing Larry Tee and Britany Fairchild, 1998 July 24-25 [Tape 540] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 11, special birthday celebrations for Mona Love and Suepie with DeAundra Peek via satellite, DeAundra with a D preview, Bouncy from Monkey One, Heather Fairingdale plus Rosser and his Monkey, 1998 July 31-August 1 [Tape 543] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, summer 1998, program 12, Liberace Jackson and George of nWo pink and black take over the show, RuPaul nostalgia video love hangover, Tennessee interviews Jayne County, Kid ChaCha to the rescue, 1998 August 7-8 [Tape 514] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s84sx]


[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s81rg]
AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, program 2, live from Fain for Lt. Gov. HQ with Monica Shymanski, Keita and tape from Japan, Happy Fine, Tyson and Heather Fairingdale, 1998 September 25-26 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, Program 3, second week at Fain for Lt. Gov. HQ with Monica Shymanski, the campaign consultant, Mis GA Barn Dance, Mona Love and guest volunteer Nell, Colonel, and Happy sing Corn, 1998 October 2-3 [Tape 512] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, program 4, Miss ToyZone 1998 Pageant with Betty Jack Devine, Trina Saxxon and Ryan Cannon, 1998 October 9-10 [Tape 497] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, program 5, live from Fain for Lt. Gov. HQ with tribute to Gene Autry, also, Monica Shymanski, Bubba Sweet and preview glimpse of Bunny, 1998 October 16-17 [Tape 509] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, program 6, Monica Shymanski supervises Nell, Mr. Chuck, Mona Love and Bubba Sweet at Fain Campaign HQ with Jayne County at Wigstock 98 and Monkey One Raw, 1998 October 23-24 [Tape 501] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s81n2]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, program 7. Izzy Swern and Twin at Fain Campaign HQ with Monica and Happy - plus Miss Guy at Wigstock, 1998 October 30-31 [Tape 502] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, program 8, Fain Campaign CloseDown with Monica, Dotsy, the Maintenance Man, Joey Arias at Wigstock, Jannie LooLie with MonkeyOne plus Conjurewoman comforts the Colonel, 1998 November 6 [Tape 508] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s81qb]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998 program 10, Betty Jack Brings Bootsy to Snurd's, Duffy Sings Candy in the Pond, The Singing Peeks at Armory and Monkey One at Metro and HF's Robert Johnson, 1998 November 20 [No tape number] [original: VHS]


AV11 - The *American Music Show*, fall 1998, program 12, special Guest Robert Johnson of Harper Fragment, Colonel Fain sings Canadian Sunset, Monkey One with Miss Loolie, RuPaul on Hollywood Squares plus Happy Fine and Bernice, 1998 December 4-5 [Tape 506] [original: VHS]


The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 2, Betty Jack Devine Takes viewer phone calls, Duffy's monkey Gorky sings Theme from The Waltons accompanied by Happy Fine and Charlie, Mona Love with Monkey One, 1999 January 29-31 [Tape 490] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 3, Tribute to Opal Foxx, 1999 February 5 [Tape 498] [original: VHS] [Note: paper slip inside VHS sleeve]

The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 4, Maxine and Roz with Monkey One Telethon featuring Rocky and Cynthia, Mona Love with Opal Tribute Parade photos, music by Boomp Bailey and Cocktail Girlz from upcoming Arte Nelson special, 1999 February 12-13 [Tape 486] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 5, special appearance by NaNa Odum, Maxine sings Corn at the 'Tro, Duffy Odum's round-table discussion of RuPaul on Veronica's Closet, 1999 February 19-20 [Tape 487] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 6, Pilot episode of Duffy Odum's What Game Show, February 26, 1999; Wigwood 1999 (Part Two), Video by DJ Tennessee, Trailer Paradise, Monkey One, undated [Tape 494] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 7, Duffy Odum's Super WHAT with Monica Shymanski, Betty Jack Devine Markland from Big Apple Circus, Mona Love and Happy Fine, 1999 March 5 [Tape 488] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 8, live from The House of Sofas with John Pack and Danny Morton, salesperson Mandy Davenport, and Joe Anderson's video At Home With Opal Foxx, Cameo appearance by The Rockdale County Family, 1999 March 12-13 [Tape 492] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, Womter 1999, program 9, Party at Snurd's honoring Gigi highlights from Monkey One's Chicago Concert, Potsy reads letter from Aunt Nancy, also Duffy Odum, Happy Fine, Heather Fairingdale and the Fabulous Rosser, 1999 March 14-20 [Tape495] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 10, Ralph Bailey, NaNa Odum, Virginia McClendon, Happy Fine, Ralph and NaNa sing Impossible Dream, Ralph and Gin do Stop! In the Name of Love plus Monkey One in Chicago, 1999 March 26-27 [Tape 489] [original: VHS]
The American Music Show, winter 1999, program 11, Duffy Odum's All-Star Celebrity What Challenge: State Representative Claudine Fain Vs. Ms. Ducannette, Also Mona Love, Darlister Epps, Ronnie Twin, Happy Fine and P.D. Hunkepiller, 1999 April 2-3 [Tape 505] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 99, program 12, Duffy Odum's All-Star Wrestling Celebrity What Challenge: Dangerous Diesel Doris challenges Liberace Jackson and NellyBoy for control of NWO Pink and Black. special guest commentator, Jerry "The King" Laller, 1999 April 9-10 [Tape 503] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s81p6]


The American Music Show, summer 1999, program 1, Mrs. Patel and son play Darlister Epps in special Duffy Odum's WHAT Kids Challenge for control of Snurds, With Ashley Brickette, Jeffrey and Duffy's buddyguard Todd, 1999 May 21-22 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 1999, program 2, live from Wigwood 1999 with Betty Jack Devine, Trina Saxxon, Mona Love, Daisy Chain, Fern and the Fronds and more, 1999 May 28-29 [Tape 564] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 1999, program 3, Duffy Odum's Press conference with his publicist JJJ, Lurleen flashback, Monkey One at Wigwood, 1999 June 4-5 [Tape 554] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 1999, program 4, Duffy Odum's summer What Preacher versus Preacher Challenge with Reverend Bubba Goldd versus Reverend Oral Sox, music from Pauley Vegas and Monkey One, 1999 June 11-12 [Tape 549] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 1999, program 5, More of Duffy Odum's summer What Preacher versus Preacher Challenge with Sister Belladonna taking on returning champion Reverend Oral Sox, special report on Betty Jack on Peg's TV Show and music from Monkey One, backup copy of Now Explosion Athens Concert, 1999 June 18-19 [Tape 551] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 1999, program 6, Duffy Odum's BIG GAY WHAT with the straight-acting gays versus the gay-acting straights, Contestants include Randi Butcher, Rufus Talmadge, Roy and Crash, special Surprise Guest Betty Jack DeVine, June 25, 1999 [Tape 550] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtprh]

The American Music Show, summer 1999, program 8, Duffy Odum and the Bongo What Orchestra featuring Mr. Potatohead, Betty Jack DeVine at Gay Pride Parade, Sister Belladonna and Reverend Hawley Roller and the New Waiter Randy, 1999 July 9-10 [Tape 563] [original: VHS]
The *American Music Show*, Duffy Odum Answers Write-In and Call-In Questions, special Surprise Guest Ryanne Cannon, Duffy and Ryanne Sing "Too Many Fish in The Sea," 1999 July 16-17 [Tape 561] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, summer 1999, program 10, Duffy Odum's induction into the Rupaul Shrine (TM), 1999 July 23-24 [Tape 176] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, summer 1999, program 11, Employee Appreciation Night, What with Cherell, Randy and Smelvis, Duffy Sings special Employee Tribute Song, 1999, July 30-31 [Tape 562] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, summer 1999, program 13, Battered Wives Tia and Camille play Duffy Odu's What for Battered Wives, Tia sings "Now That You're Gone" and Duffy sings Elvis gospel song, 1999 August 13-14 [Tape 553] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 1, special Presentation - MusicTHON MaraTHON with Duffy Odum, Lady Bunny, Judy LaGrange, Betty Jack Devine, Froggie McElmore, Opal Foxx, RuPaul, Larry Tee and Elouise Montague, and DeAundra Peek, 1999 September 17-18 [Tape 548] [original: VHS]

Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 2, Maxine Odum and Your Aunt Roz sing I know a Place, report on DeAundra and Betty Jack at The Peg Show at Metro, new set by Mr. Chuck, 1999 September 24-25 [Tape 580] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 3, special Guests stars RuPaul and DJ Tennessee, 1999 October 1-2 [Tape 558] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 4, Rachael Sproul sings White Trash Rap, Cartman sings Kyle's Mom's a Bitch, Crash's Y2K Report and Adene Salon Salon, 1999 October 8-9 [Tape 559] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 5, Crash sings birthday haiku for Andrew and give Y2K report plus top 8 most irritating moments, 1999 October 15-22 [Tape552] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 6, Cherell's beauty makeover, Top 8 Music Moments at Club Rio, Crash and Duffy's Dream Sequence, 1999 October 22-23 [Tape 556] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 7, Halloween special with Big Baby and Ashley Briquette with Top 8 Saints, 1999 October 29-30 [Tape 557] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 8, Nurse MacWorld quarantines whole show to test for possible outbreak, With Cherell, Jeffrey and Bert, Top 8 One-Hit Wonders, 1999 November 5-6 [Tape 560] [original: VHS]

The *American Music Show*, fall 1999, program 9, special guest Alien Head (TM) takes questions from Citizens Panel members Bert, Cartman and Nana Odum, Panel moderated by Ralph Bailey, Also, 8 Great Moments with Ralph Bailey
and Ralph sings Alien Head song, 1999 November 12-13 [Tape 566] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, fall 1999, program 10, All About Arge with Arge playing the So You Want To Be A Famous Artist Game plus Harper Fragment studio sessions, 1999 November 19-20 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, program 11, 1999 Thanksgiving Night Parade with Ashley Briquette and Duffy Odum, 1999 November 26-27 [Tape572] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, program 12, Crash's Y2K Timeline, NaNa Odum and Milton, Monkey One with Lola and Candi, 1999 December 3-4 [Tape 593] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, program 13, special Presentation: Y2K Preparedness Seminar for Atlanta's Battered Wives with Tina, Hedda Nussbaum and Miss Incognita, Also Colonel Lonnie Fain, Crash, Cherell, 1999 December 10-11 [Tape 565] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, winter 2000, program 1, The American Music Show Welcomes Elouise Montague Back to Atlanta, 2000 January 21-22 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, [originalInter 2000, program 3, special Focus Group for Crash Hartman's WebPage with Sherill, Nana Odum and James Bond, 2000 February 4-5 [Tape 570] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, program 5, special Focus Group for Crash Website, Topic: Crash's modeling poses, Panelists: Sister BellaDonna, Michael Malone, Duffy makes Duffymentary, 2000 February 18-19 [Tape 595] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtjbf]

AV16 - The American Music Show, program 6, Crash Focus Group continues with panelists Ryanne Cannon and Gorky Topic - music and Crash sings 2 songs, 2000 February 25-26 [Tape 571] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, program 7, Ashley Briquette, Eric Cartman and Duffy Odum in children's focus group Re: Crash's TV Commercials, 2000 March 3-4 [Tape 576] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The American Music Show, program 8, Claudine Fain introduces Duffy's new Duffymentary with Sister Belladona and Mona Love, 2000 March 10-11 [Tape 592] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, program 9, Potsy's documentary about Crash, Rosser answers Wigwood questions, a Wigwood moment from the past with Betty Jack Devine, 2000 March 17-18 [Tape 594] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtjck]

AV16 - The American Music Show, program 10, special Guest Gigi tries to win a Doublewide in Maxine Odum's Who Want To Win a Doublewide with Aunt Roz, Crash and Cherell, 2000 March 24-25 [Tape 582] [original: VHS]
The American Music Show, program 11, Report on Sister Belladonna at MoAve, Gig's Last Question, Maxine and Roz sing "You Sexy Thing," 2000 March 31-April 1 [Tape 585][original: VHS]

The American Music Show, program 12, come quality time with Crash, Crash sings, preview of RuPaul on Diana Ross special, Nell and her cousin CJ, 2000 April 7-8 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, program 13, Viewing Party to watch RuPaul on Diva 2K with Chico and Wigwood memories, 2000 April 14-15 [Tape 578] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, program 1, World Premiere Movie Event - Chuck Morgan's HILLBILLY ZEN, 2000 May 19-20 [Tape 587] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, program 5, Ralph Baily hosts first annual Bra-A-Thon for Cherrell's new rocket bra, special guests the Dueling Janet Renos plus Crash's special music video tribute to Duffy Odum, special appearance by Linda Paris as Bra Representative and Tdobot as bra model, 2000 June 16-17 [Tape 590] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, program 6, Maryelaysius and Happy Fine join the search for Duffy, Lil' Cherrell helps Cherrell on work release assignment, Betty Jack and Angie Bowie go to the Metro, Crash organizes search team with Tarmac Chief Bartel to find Duffy, 2000 June 23-24 [Tape 589] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, Rosser is Potsy as Sister Belladonna works a fattening spell on missing Duffy, Colonel Lonnie Fain with internet rumors about Duffy and Betty Jack Devine and Peter Nude ride in Gay Pride Parade, 2000 June 30-July 1 [Tape 596] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s66j1]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, Live from Wigwood Indoors with Betty Jack Devine and Dixie Richardson, Videotaped by DJ Tennessee, 2000 June 30 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, program 9, Duffy on Survivors Island, Big Cherrell hostesses Cherrell's Birthday Party, Diamond Lil and DeAundra Peek at Metro, Sister Belladonna at the MoAve, 2000 July 14-15 [Tape 573] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, program 10, Rosser leads rescue team to Survivors' Island to fetch Duffy, Now Explosion "Motivation Line" plus TAMS on Canadian TV, 2000 July 21-22 [Tape 583] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, program 11, D and D SPECIAL! DeAundra Peek and Diamond Lil - live in concert at the Metro, 2000 July 28-29 [Tape 581] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2000, program 12, All Bloopers Show for Ashley Briquette and the Children of Odum's, Crash sing Roller Skates, 2000 August 4-5 [Tape 584] [original: VHS]
AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 1, Salute to the music of the 1990's, 2000 September 15-16 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 2, Betty Jack Devine, Dixie Richardson and Brittany Fairchild with DJ Tennessee in The Old School Family Reunion Throwdown live from the Metro, 2000 September 22-23 [Tape 597] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 3, Team Building Seminar at The *American Music Show*'s Retreat with Boompa, Colonel Lonnie Fain and Team Builder Pricilla, 2000 September 29-30 [Tape 602] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 4, Nana Odum subs for Potsy, Colonel Lonnie Fain, Richard Bicknell, Richard and Nana sing, 2000 October 6-7 [Tape 601] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 5, Nurse MacWorld conducts safety inspection, Colonel Recites "Here Comes The Judge," part one of A Taste of Bunny, 2000 October 13-14 [Tape 603] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 6, Surprise birthday party for David with music from Betty Jack Devine, Virginia McClendon and Conjurewoman, 2000 October 20-21 [Tape 600] [original: VHS]


AV6 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 8, special Movie Presentation: Comes the Blood, 2000 November 3-4 [Tape 183] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3m4]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 9, Rosser's report on RuPaul at Rich's, Colonel Lonnie Fain draws his brain chip, debut of Snaggle Puss at Mumbo Jumbo, 2000 November 10-11 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 10, Election Recount with Paul 2000, his friend David, Ralph Bailey and the Registrar, plus DeAundra Peek at Smith's Olde Bar, 2000 November 17 [Tape 672] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 11, Annual Thanksgiving Night Parade hosted by Duffy Odum and Veterinarian PD Hunkepiller with Arge floats and designs, 2000 November 23-24 [Tape 674] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 12, Bush Preparedness Seminar with panelists Virginia McClendon and Boompa, moderated by Duffy Odum for Cartman and Chico, Plus Opal Foxx with Baby Weemus, 2000 December 1-2 [Tape 635] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2000, program 13, Colonel Lonnie Fain's Hall of Fain Theatre presents the Hedda Nussbaum Battered Wives' Club Battered Wives Hall of Fame, Colonel Fain sings "Valley at the Top of a Hill," 2000 December 8-9 [No tape number] [original: VHS]
AV16 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2000, program 2, special presentation
MAXINE ODUM'S VIEW with Crash, Aunt Roz and Potsy, 2000 December 8-9 [Tape 569] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2000, program 2, Duffy goes to Boot Camp
plus Big Ruby at Wigwood, 2000 undated [Tape 591] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2000, program 3, The Duffy Saga: Potsy's
amnesia, Duffy Tape with Real Father, Crash's music video dedicated to
Durffy, plus Mona Love drops by, 2000 undated [Tape 586] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2000, program 4, Lee Ann and Shannon
Tryout to Replace Duffy, James Gets a Haircut, Mona's Last Night at Waffle
House, Duffy's Dad Song Music Video, Rosser Brings Tape from Queer TV,
2000 undated [Tape 588] [original: VHS]

AV16 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2000, program 13, Sox with Attitude - the
drag puppets - join Betty Jack Devine and Claude Fain for a game of Ask the
Dog, Betty Jack and the puppets sing "Come See About Me," 2000 undated
[Tape 575] [original: VHS]

AV12 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2000, program 4, the Dale-Roys in concert
with Monkey One with guest stars Vet. Dr. Hunkepillar, Miss LooLee and
Chico, 2000 undated [Tape 466] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 1, the music of 2000, 2001
January 19-20 [Tape 636] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 2, Be Like Bud night plus
world premiere of Sister Belladonna's music video, 2001 January 27 [No tape
number] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 4, Nana Odum substitutes for
Duffy Odum, report from Nelson Art Show in New York C, Tom Zarrilli 50th
Birthday Salute, RuPaul in Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum, 2001 February 8
[No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 6, Birthday Party for Crash;
Tina, accompanied by Madame Simone, sits in for Potsy, Big Cherrell
substitutes for Cherrell, Crash's music video for Song 6, Now Explosion
Mandingo music video, Mona Love and Wigwood 2001, RuPaul on The
Weakest Link, 2001 February 23-24 [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtpf8]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 8, special guest star Betty Jack
Devine poses for Arge as he continues painting TAMS new set, Potsy assists
Rosser and Johnny on Arge's crew, 2001 March 9 [Tape 607] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s66k5]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 9, Tina interviews Timmie
assisted by Madame Simone, Edith Massey and Edward John, birthday tribute
to Miss Loolie and nostalgia music video - "She's Got Papers," 2001 March
16-17 [No tape number] [original: VHS]
AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 10, Rosser is Potsy for Free Form Night with Crash, Duffy's Spontaneous San Francisco Song, Misty April's Music Video, David Goldman on QT and Cherrell's Call to Charzan, 2001 March 23 [No tape number] [original: VHS]


AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 12, Cherrell conducts guided tours of the set with add-value features Letter from Aunt Nancy, free hats and song from Crash, Also Rosser at Arge's Contemporary Show and Ryanne and Trade at Metro, 2001 April 6-7 [Tape 610] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 13, Surprise birthday party for Rosser with Rosser's Top Pops and Crash's Pink Floyd music video, 2001 April 13-14 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2001, program 3, Cherrell sings Tomorrow, Ashley Briquette with Chico shows pictures of RuPaul, Crash music video, "Old Man," 2001 May 1 [Tape 629] [original: VHS]


AV15 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2001, program 4, Bud's America Shopping Channel with Lisa DeRange, Tom Zarrilli, Weemus West and Conjurewoman, 2001 June 8-9 [Tape 609] [original: VHS]


AV15 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2001, program 7, Melrose Place Jeopardy-type game with Potsy and CH versus Crash and Cukie Newperson, Cherrell sings Moon River and Ralph Bailey sings Bridge Over Trouble Water, report on Gay Pride Parade and Krisdivadiva sings Gene Genie, 2001 June 29 [Tape 616] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2001, program 8, Classic episode: No Bones About It, LaBanana at The 1982 World's Fair, 2001 June 29 [Tape 615] [original:VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2001, program 9, In depth interview with Cukie Newcumber, Cherrell sings "Maxine," Cukie dances to Crash music
American Music Show (Television show) video recordings, 1981-2005

Manuscript Collection No. 1256

video, Stephen and Michael Malone discuss their new play Boys in The Band, 2001 July 13-14 [Tape 614] [original: VHS]


AV15 - The American Music Show, summer 2001, program 13, Keita's report from Daytona Beach, Peaches music video, Crash sings and Aunt Roz sits in for Potsy, 2001 August 10-11 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, fall 2001, program 2, Attempt at return to normalcy with Ralph Bailey and The Hand Chair, 2001 September 21 [Tape 627] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtj85]


AV15 - The American Music Show, fall 2001, program 4, Hiring begins for the new Low Pressure Lounge with applicants The Mime and Ricky Dickerson, Cherrelll calls daughter-in-law on phone and reveals dreadful secret, 2001 October 5 [Tape 625] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The American Music Show, fall 2001, program 5, Opening of new Low Pressure lounge, Dixie shows Potsy family pictures over the phone, Crash music video, Arge's Video Scrapbook, 2001 October 12 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, fall 2001, program 8, Tina sits for Potsy with her Japanese intern Anason, Whoreland Security Director with Whoreland security update, RuPaul condensed from Weakest Link, 2001 November 2 [Tape 606] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtj99]

AV15 - The American Music Show, fall 2001, program 9, The New Cherrell with The Dalias, Rosser recovers from facelift, breakthrough letter from Aunt Nancy and Nelson in Kershaw, Crash music video, 2001 November 9-10 [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtjg0]

AV18 - The American Music Show, fall 2001, program 10, special guest appearance by Barbie and her Barbie Adventure, Barbie versus Osama bin Laden, plus RuPaul birthday tribute, 2001 November 16 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The American Music Show, fall 2001, program 11, Annual Thanksgiving night parade with commentators Nurse MacWorld and Big Nurse, 2001 November 23 [Tape 640] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, summer 2001, program 12, Crash sings, music video by Peaches, Cherrell models with commenting by Potsy and Boomp Bailey, Boomp and Cherrell sing "Say a Little Prayer," 2001 undated [Tape 612] [original: VHS]
AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2001, program 6, Mr. Debra and Michael Mation retool Boompia Bailey to be less stark. Boompia sings "Deeper and Deeper," Arge's Video Scrapbook 2, the making of Crash's music video, 2001 undated [Tape 623] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s6726]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2001, program 7, Rosser is Potsy and has to babysit Big Baby (TM) for Halloween, Crash Music video, Halloween tips and Duffy sings Eve of a Sinkhole, 2001 undated [Tape 622] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2001, program 12, Rosser is Potsy as Cherrell and Todd Fain sing two songs from their upcoming Dinner Theatre Show, RuPaul Christmas nostalgia, The Sultra Peek Miracle, 2001 undated [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2001, program 13, Hedda Nusbaum, accompanied by her caseworker, is inducted into the Battered Wives Hall of Fame, also The Heidmas Play starring DeAundra Peek, 2001 undated [Tape 641] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 5, Boompia Bailey's commitment trial with plaintiff Mona Love represented by Darlister Epps and Ralph Bailey representing Boompia, Judge Patel presides, guest witness Tina with dog interpreter Madame Simone, 2001 undated [Tape 819] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2001, program 7, Make It Happen with special guests Rilla and Glistine, the Swern Twins, highlights from the Arty Choke Combo concert at Innovox, hemtrails report by Crash, special appearance by Duffy Odum, 2001 undated [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2002, program 1, Classic episode: Live from Lurleen's with Maxine Odum and Virginia McClendon, Lurleen sings I Wish I'd Known the Man Better That Turned My Mother On, 2002 January 10 [Tape 207] [original: VHS]


AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2002, program 3, Boompia's Internet Dating Advice, Ms. Duncanette's Etiquette Tips, Angie Bowie's Crying In The Dark music video, Cherrell auditions for Mama Cass impersonator, 2002 February 1 [Tape 652] [original: VHS]


AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2002, program 5, Playing the New Game Show with Rosser, Michael Malone, Crash, and Mona Love plus new product
comparisons and a letter from Aunt Nancy, 2002 February 22 [Tape 646] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2002, program 7, Breaking News with Ralph Rivers, Crash sings OWM song, Tina at Daytona Beach and Betty Jack Devine's tribute to ETC Magazine, 2002 March 1 [Tape 648] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2002, program 8, Evening with GiGi plus Nana Odum and special report about the new Inn Dixie, Cherrell sings Believe, 2002 March 8 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2002, program 9, special Edition of Who's Home Drunk with guest judges Mona Love, Roland Rivers and Dave with calls to Teddy and Crash, Also, Crash's Clown, 2002 March 15 [Tape 657] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2002, program 10, Robbie on the phone, Betty Jack at Liza's wedding, preview of Arge's new exhibition, Cherrell sings Give Peace A Chance, Miss Loolie's Birthday and Mona Love in a dress, 2002 March 22 [Tape 654] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, 2002, program 11, Arge and Nana Odum with music from Incubus, Crash, Homan and the debut of Apple Paul, Gigi and Arge remember The Apparition, 2002 March 29 [Tape 655] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, 2002, program 13, Original White Meat sing 2 songs, Betty Jack and Dixie at The Contemporary, Dixie's Modeling Video and Boompa Bailey sings Dizzy, 2002 April 12 [Tape 651] [original: VHS]

AV6 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2002, program 2, Classic episode: RuPaul's Ghetto Homecoming, 2002 May 24 [Tape 188] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3pd]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2002, program 3, summer Replacement tryouts: Rosser's Celebrity Paternity Tests and Potsy's New Product Rating Game plus a glimpse of Christina, 2002 May 30 [Tape 644] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2002, program 4, summer Replacement tryouts continue with Goofs, Blunders and Flubs starring Aunt Roz and Potsy and the new New Product Rating Gae starring Gigi, 2002 June 7 [Tape 662] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2002, program 6, Even more summer Replacement tryouts with Ryanne Cannon's Sunglass Collection on Bud's Shopping Channel, Ask Dixie Richardson with GiGi, and Crash and MM at the Dawson Sign Shop, 2002 June 21 [Tape 660] [original: VHS]

AV17 - The *American Music Show*, summer 2002, program 7, Where's DeAundra Peek At? Hosted by PD Hunkepiller with contestants GiGi, Johnny and Michael, 2002 June 28 [Trap 665] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2002, program 9, Arge visits from Florida with Auntie Arge and they answer questions from Citizens' Panel members Crash, Michael Malone and The Fabulous Rosser. Crash sings as Negative Man and Cherrell sings Your Song, 2002 July 12 [Tape 664] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2002, program 10, Classic episode: Live from Lurleen's with Earl, Colonel Fain, Shanika, and Nelson film, 2002 July 19 [Tape 222] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2002, program 11, summer Replacement Finalists Compete: Ask Dixie Richardson versus Big Brother, 2002 July 26 [Tape 658] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2002, program 12, Sumer Replacement Finalists Compete: Betty Jack Devine's Pageant Watching versus Big Brother 2, 2002 August 2 [Tape 643] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2002, program 13, summer Replacement Winner: Rosser and Potsy's Bizarre Celebrity Weddings: Nell Marries Slingblade, special Guests Modern Meat Sing, 2002 August 9-10 [Tape 666] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 4, Surprise gift for Stephen as he gets to be Cherrell plus Claudine Fain's Swap and Shop and Michael Malone's tabloid moments, 2002 October 4 [Tape 670] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 5, Keita visits from Japan and plays Keita-mania game, 2002 October 12 [Tape 669] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 6, Arge opens the mystery box, Rosser test drinks Red Bull, Arge's Big Book of Remembers, Who's Home Drunk and Viewer Request Mailbag for Bunny singing a folk song, 2002 October 18 [Tape 671] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 8, GiGi teaches Liberace Jackson and Arge the new Spanish Dance after their tie game playing Who's Got The Funniest Answer, also RuPaul on Halloween Squares, 2002 November 1 [Tape 667] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 9, Cherrell sings "I Can't Smile Without You" to Arge, Aunt Roz sings The Pee Wee Ballad by Arge's Grandma, Crash sings a song plus The Book of Arge Remembers, 2002 November 8 [Tape 680] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 10, Deranged guests and ludicrous situations in honor of Mix Film Festival Event - Crazy Mary, weird Spanish couple and photographer who puts wigs on dogs, Crash sings a song, 2002 November 15 [Tape 678] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 12, Annual Thanksgiving Night Parade hosted by Boompa Bailey and Anna Nicole with musical guest Paul 2000 - special appearance by Doo Doo Brown, Unitard Comedy Troup with David, 2002 November 29 [Tape 679] [original: VHS]
AV19 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2002, program 13, Competition to select TAMS representative in the Eurovision USA Song contest judged by GiGi, Contestants are Ashley Briquette, Michael Malone, Crash and Cherell, special nostalgia segment as James rides to see Christmas decorations, Jayne County and Lisa Jackson Christmas Show, 2002 December 6 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV18 - The *American Music Show*, fall 2002, program 7, Panel of music experts test rate Lady Bunny's new album plus Arge's Big Book of Remembers, 2002 undated [Tape 668] [original: VHS]


Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

AV19 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2003, program 1, state-approved version 2003, 2003 January 8 [No tape number] [original: VHS]


[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s47j0]

AV19 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2003, program 4, Potsy talks to Dixie on the phone, Jayne County sings Daddy and Whoreland Security Director Pimp Daddy marshals neighborhood support for NBA All-Star Pimp Ball, 2003 February 6 [Tape 683] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The *American Music Show*, 2003, program 5, special appearance by Betty Jack Devine for her photo shoot for her new website, She's accompanied by her security guard and documentarian Rosser and sings Everybody Loves Somebody Sometime for Valentine's Day, 2003 February 14 [Tape 690] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2003, program 6, Preview of the new *American Music Show* Safety Rag (TM) and the new game show Sweet Talk Challenge starring Cherrell and the Tequila Lollipop, Crash plays music video from Modern Meat, 2003 February 20 [Tape 681] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2003, program 8, Rosser is Potsy and presents the new 23rd Anniversary mascot Hello Heidi to a focus group including Georgia Power and Chico, Also Ryanne Cannon at the charity plate sale and the Superstar music video by The Ones, 2003 March 5 [Tape 685] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2003, program 9, Ronnrie along with Chinese interpreter Chet visits form Chicago and is treated to a game of "Chet's First Time" with hostess Betty Jack DeVine, Contestants include Anna Niicole
Cherrell and Grammy winner SuePie, 2003 March 12 [Tape 682] [original: VHS]
Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

AV19 - The American Music Show, winter 2003, program 10, Rosser is Potsy and welcomes shock-jock Harlod Swern and Nana Niicole Smith for a practical joke involving Pie Face, Also Boompa Bailey's music video for 25 Feet, Jayne County from her Broadway show and Phoebe Legere's Armageddon a Go Go, 2003 March 19 [tape 684] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, winter 2003, program 11, Classic episode: from the Bombshelter with the debut of Betty Jack DeVine, 2003 March 19 [Tape 676] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, winter 2003, program 12, Interruptions from Presidential Message from outer space, Boomhower from King of the Hill and Macael Malone introduces the Lisa Marie Dance, 2003 April 2 [Tape 686] [original: VHS]
Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 1, Wigwood revisited with Betty Jack DeVine and Heather Fairingdale and special guest Apple Love, 2003 May 8 [Tape 692] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 2, Arge gets a beauty makeover with Mister Estavan, 2003 May 15 [Tape 697] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 3, summer Flashback special from the backyard with Cocktail Girlz and Heather Fairingdale, 2003 May 21 [Tape 694] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 4, Introducing TAMS new Celle Phones for Schizos promotion with the making on a new public service announcement - also Sweetie in New York C and Diamond Lil at Metro, 2003 June 4 [Tape 695] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 5, summer Flashback special: Toads on Toast live at Snurds, 2003 June 4 [Tape 691] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 6, Boompa Bailey and Happy Fine perform 25 Feet, Betty Jack DeVine on SNL with David Cassidy, preview of The Husband Game and Music videos by Dixie Richardson and Larry Tee, 2003 June 18 [Tape 696] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 7, Nana Odum's Swap and Shop with Larry and Potsy, Nana sings Desperada, special tribute to Mayor Jackson, 2003 June 25 [Tape 688] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 8, Cherrelle's 4th of July special with special guest star Ms. Duncanette and special surprise guests Big Cherrelle and Little Cherrelle, 2003 July 3 [Tape 689] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003 program 10, Potsy's Virtual Home Security summer Camp on the Internet, Version 1.0 identifying dangerous
envelopes plus a Sen. Strom Thurmond flashback, 2003 July 16 [Tape 700] [original: VHS]


AV19 - The American Music Show, summer 2003, program 13, Claudine Fain announces candidacy for Governor of California, Ronald X sings campaign song "High Hopes," special appearance by Claudine Fina's Campaign Manager Izzy Swern, 2003 August 6 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 3, special guest star Drunk Girl presents a do-rag fashion show, Rossier sits in for Potsy and music from Hairnet and Peaches, 2003 September 4 [Tape 715] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 4, Drunk Girl returns for Celebrity Password for Charity with Emcee Larry, Also, Crash, Peaches, The Fabulous Rosser plus a little bit of Lypsinka, Also Dynasty Smacdown Mix by Tennessee, 2003 October 1 [Tape 719] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 5, Modern Meat answers questions about their Masquerade appearance and audition Nana Odum for female singer slot, tribute to Peaches concludes, Michael Malone's tabloid report and interview of Rush Limbaugh's Oxycontin connection, Wilma Cline, 2003 October 10 [Tape 718] [original: VHS]

[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s84t2]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 6, special Movie Presentation: Lahoma van Zandt, RuPaul, Lady Bunny and Keoki starring in Police Lady 2, Also, Latoya Jackson Mix, Painted Babies Narrated by RuPaul, 2003 October 11 [Tape 720] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 7, Who Killed Princess Diana phone-in and Cherrell conjures up the Princess, special Guest Rosser with report on Party Monster and song Money, Success, Fame Glamour by Pop Tarts at Club Rio, 2003 October 22 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 8, Halloween special with Silly Satan, Saddam Hussein in Outer Space, and RuPaul's Terror II Preview. special Guest Dixie Sue Richardson, Cherrelle Sings Monster Mash plus a surprise exorcism, 2003 October 31 [Tape 716] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 11, A look at the most fabulous moments of TAMS Thanksgiving Night Parades with special guest Rosser, 2003 November 21 [Tape 514.1] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, fall 2002, program 11, Anna Niicole tries to gues the real Potsy sit-in playing the To Tell The Truth Game, Anna Niicole sings Free As A Bird, special Guest stars Jon and Gerald from Chicago, Jon makes caramelized Eagle Brand, 2003 November 23 [Tape 675] [original: VHS]
AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 13, TAMS 2003 Christmas Parade featuring 23 different parade commentators, 2003 December 3 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 1, Tribute to Old New York, A trip to Wigstock with DeAundra and Dixie the week before 911, 2003 undated [Tape 717] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 2, The new French maid, Crash and Modern Meat music video and a welcome to Atlanta Peaches salute, 2003 undated [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2003, program 9, Dixie Sue's modeling lesson, preview of Hairnet show with Lord Byron, Modern Meat music video, and Crash Hotman, Robbie's Micha Alig Birthday Pty, 2003 undated [Tape 714] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, winter 2003, program 2, Potsy's Clown Millionaire part one plus Jayne County's Nimrod Song, 2003 undated [Tape 699] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, winter 2003, program 7, Salute to Supie's winning the Grammy with comparison video of N'Sync and the All-Male Trio, Rosser visits and bring Mona Love to read new Angie Bowie poem, Michael's tabloid update, 2003 undated [Tape 677] [original: VHS]

AV19 - The American Music Show, winter 2003, program 13, Three psychics, 2003 undated [Tape 702] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 4, special Presentation: DeAundra Peeks Graveyard Shift part two, 2004 January 26 [Tape 743] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 6, Patsy's Competition to select makeover artist to makeover Strom Thurmond's daughter, contestants sing on Broadway, Robbie show mini-clip from Legends of New York, 2004 February 2 [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s97mm]

AV11 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 4, Rosser is Potsy with guest interpreter GiGi, Cherrelle imitates Janet Jackson, plus Modern Meat music video, Crash, and Pasties Preference call-in, 2004 February 4 [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 5, Hairnet Concert Videos, Mitch and Micki from A Mighty Wind, Gigi and her peeps and Robbie Coddington discusses Legends of New York, 2004 February 12 [Tape514.2] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 8, Boompa Bailey sings 25 Feet, Crash shows UFO recreation, Chicago go go dancer, Potsy directs scene from upcoming movie about Strom Thurmond's daughter, also, the new rat from TV and a tribute to Aunt Nancy part one, 2004 March 5 [Tape 98.1] [original: VHS]
The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 10, Tams Explained, Gigi, Betty Jack DeVine, Michael Malone's Tabloid Update, 2004 March 17 [Tape 98.6] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 11, special Guest Star DeAundra Peek takes viewer calls and sings her new single "I Eat Out of Cans"; Dixie Sue Richardson sings the DeAundra Song and Robbie introduces Multivision, 2004 March 24 [Tape 98.3] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 13, Robbie gets a beauty makeover and becomes DeRonda-LuAnn Jean Peek, world premiere of Duffy Odum & Baby Jean Peek's music video, special guest appearance by Tina Faye, 2004 April 8 [Tape 98.8] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 3, Classic episode: At the Beach with Colonel Lonnie Fain and Duffy Odum on Duffy's Island, special guest appearances by Queen Hulga and Barker, 2004 April 20 [Tape734] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 3, special Guest Gigi with pictures of the Peaches Concert, RuPaul addict videos and Michael Malone on the naked party, 2004 May 24 [Tape 730] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 4, All Duffy Odum, All the time, 2004 May 24 [Tape 659] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 5, Exclusive World Premiere of RuPaul's new album Red Hot with special guests Ashley Brickette, Larry and Gigi, 2004 June 9 [Tape 722] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 6, Bubba Goldd's Telethon for Ma and Pa Goldd's Television Ministry, 2004 June 9 [Tape 186] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 8, Potsy helps Dixie Sue pick out a summer camp with Settles Solids The Clown, Twin and Gigi plus Cherrelle's infatuation with Ronnie Roy and Cherrelle sings Snowbird, 2004 June 23 [Tape 725] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 9, special Event: Gigi's Adieu with musical tributes from Cherrelle, Miss Priss, and Todd Fain. special appearance by Pimp Daddy and his Prize Ho, plus Tom Zarrilli and Gigi's 2nd husband Daniel, 2004 June 23 [Tape 726] [original: VHS]

The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 12, Strom Thrumond's Daughter is inducted into the United Daughters of the Confederacy by Virginia McClendon, Nana Odum sings Desperado with special guest Monkey-Zuma,
Virginia makes some hardtack and sings Goober Peas, 2004 July 7 [Tape 728] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s85t5]
Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

AV5 - The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 11, Classic episode: Election Coverage with The Fabulous Reina, The Candidate from Space and Karen McGuire at TV Dinners, 2004 July 21 [Tape 727] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 13, Virginia McLendon returns with Ashley Briquette to teach Strom Thurmond's [A11] Daughter how to make hardtack, special music videos by RuPaul and Phoebe Legere, 2004 August 6 [Tape 732] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s85v9]
Original spelling retained from VHS tape label

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 2, Nell's Celebrity Texas Hold'em Poker Challenge with players Potsy, Cukie Newcumber, and Larry, Cukie and Larry dance to RuPaul's new song "Gorgeous," 2004 September 15 [Tape 736] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 6. Tribute to Todd Butler Part One: DeAundra Peek, Mrs. Homebody and Virginia McClendon, 2004 October 14 [Tape 747] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s97nr]

AV5 - The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 1, Classic episode: live from the kitchen with the Happy Cooker, Tom Zarrilli and the Africa Famine Song, 2004 undated [Tape 731] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 2, Arge meets Dixie Sue and Dixie Sue sings the DeAundra Song. Supie sits in for Bud and Lyndell Peek sits in for Cherrelle, 2004 undated [Tape 733] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s85wf]

AV5 - The American Music Show, summer 2004, program 10, Classic episode: Reverend Bubb Goldd, the Dale-Roys and Conjurewoman - Blessed are the meek, 2004 undated [Tape 729] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 1, RuPaul and Larry Tee showcase Nelson Sullivan's New York, 2004 undated [Tape 749] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 9, special Movie Presentation: RuPaul starring in Starbooty II - The Mack, 2004 undated [Tape 735] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 10, James Bond 60th Birthday Tribute with Louise Lasser and the Trick from the Trails, plus Chico the Imposter and Betty Jack at the NASCAR Track, 2004 undated [No tape number] [original:VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s674g]
AV15 - The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 12, Flashback fun with Molli and Music, 2004 undated [Tape 750] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s673b]

AV5 - The American Music Show, fall 2004, program 13, Annual Thanksgiving Night Parade delayed with guest parade commentators DeAundra Peek and Dixie Richardson, 2004 undated [Tape 737] [original: VHS]

AV14 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 1, special Movie Presentation: Comes the Blood, 2004 undated [No tape number] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 2, special Presentation: DeAundra Peek's Graveyard Shift, 2004 undated [Tape 756] [original: VHS]

AV3 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 2, special guests Keita and DJ Tennessee play Rosser's new interactive TV host game, 2004 undated [Tape 98.4] [original: VHS] [Damaged]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9w17]

AV3 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 3, Tribute to Sugarbaby, Potsy's Galaxy of Stars Search to makeover Strom Thurmond's daughter, 2004 undated [Tape 98.2] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s9807]

AV9 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 4, 3, Preview of the HAIRNET concert plus Dr. Sally Sibling Counsels Battered Wives before Superbowl weekend, 2004 undated [Tape 738] [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rtpp7]

AV4 - The American Music Show, winter 2004, program 8, Cherrelle's Halloween special with special guests Settles Solids the Clown, Crash Hotman and Satan, special guest star Ms. Duncanette, special Appearance by Conjurewoman, Cherrelle sings I Think I Hate You, 2004 undated [Tape 746] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The American Music Show, winter 2005, program 5, live from the HAIRNET concert at Inner Sanctum featuring Chico and DeAudra Peek, 2005 February 9 [Tape 740] [original: VHS] [Note: VHS sleeve labelled "winter 2004"]

AV11 - The American Music Show, winter 2005, program 7, Selma Bouvier, Principal Skinner and Otto fly in from springfield to answer questions about Patty's gay wedding plus a tribute to Hunter S. Thompson, 2005 February 23 [Tape742]
[original: VHS]

AV11 - The American Music Show, winter 2005, program 9, Rayblitten Epps Holds Auditions for the Rayblitten Epps Family Singers, 2005 March 10 [Tape 751]
[original: VHS]

AV2 - The American Music Show, summer 2005, program 3, special Presentation DeAundra Peek's Most Fun Summer Playhouse, 2005 April 6 [original: VHS]
[Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id s8w84]

AV12 - The American Music Show, winter 2005, program 20, Going to Vacation Bible School with Miss Lahoma and Miss Judy LaGrange, 2005 June 2 [No tape number] [original: VHS]
AV4 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 8, All-Star Music Marathon with Duffy "On the Eve of a Sinkhole Bunny Keep on Singing, Judy LaGrange Eres Tu, The Betty Jack Song, ManBoy Weather, Opal Foxx, Dear Baby Jesus, RuPaul Sex Freak, Elouise and Larry Tee Cotton Candy, DeAundra Peek Ghetto Love with, 2005 undated [Tape 745] [original: VHS]

AV1 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 11, NASCAR race discussion, Betty Jack, To Tell the Truth, 2005 undated [Tape 739] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rq7pp]

AV14 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 12, special Presentation - The World According to Viola, 2005 undated [Tape 741] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rvw19]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 13, special Presentation - Claudine Fain's Swap and Shop with announcer Darlister Epps, 2005 undated [Tape 753] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 14, special Presentation: Live from The *American Music Show* Leisure Center at Lake Lanier with Virginia McClendon and Col Lonnie Fain, 2005 undated [Tape 754] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 15, special Presentation - WIGWOOD CELEBRATION with the Wigwood from 10 years ago, 2005 undated [Tape 755] [original: VHS]

AV11 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 16, special Presentation - Betty Jack's Bridge Mix and Pet Prophets plus appearances by Bootsy and Glenda, 2005 undated [Tape 744] [original: VHS]

AV15 - The *American Music Show*, winter 2005, program 19, TAPS Debate: Resolved: He's spiraling downward and can't be stopped plus Cherrelle sings The Look of Love with Duffy Odum, 2005 undated [Tape 628] [original: VHS]

AV7 - The *American Music Show*, season 4, program 2, Election Coverage, Reina, Pam, May, Karen McGuire, Zarrilli Exorcises Burke, undated; season 4, program 11, Elouise, Paul B. Ted R, Barry Darnell, undated [Tape 211] [original: VHS] [Note: paper slip inside VHS sleeve]

AV10 - The *American Music Show*, program 8, special Edition - The Fashion Patrol's documentary on Wigstock 92, undated [Tape 353] [original: VHS]

AV5 - The *American Music Show*, off-season 2, Live from the New Music Seminar and the Funtone Party at Tunnel with La Palace, John Sex, DeeLite, RuPaul, and the Singing Peek Sisters plus Nelson, undated [Tape 160] [original: VHS]

AV4 - The *American Music Show*, Copies of Christmas Show 3 and Show that Won, undated [Tape 115] [original: VHS]
| AV13 | The *American Music Show*, DeAundra Peek on TV Pizza, Ralph Bailey, Jayne County, Lahoma and Nelson go to Michael Alig's Voyeur Party, Ralph Bailey Concert at MoAve, Lahoma and Nelson go to Michael Alig's Voyeur Party, undated [Tape 437.7] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rs3xc] |
| AV18 | Queer Television Screening Tape, The *American Music Show* on Queer TV Canada, undated [Tape 483] [original: VHS] [Digital/digitized copy available in the Reading Room: id rn6jw] |
| 1    | Photographs |
| 1    | Photographs |
| 8    | Images include LaStasha Madonna Jean Peek, DeAundra Peek, Conjurewoman, Larry Tee, Lurleen, Lady Claire Parker, Laurie Pik, Randy barbato, Dick Richards, and Ted Rubenstein |
| 2    | Art |
| 3    | "Credits #1," print outs of show credits |
| 4    | "Credits #2," print outs of show credits |
| 5    | RuPaul memorabilia |
| 6    | Letters and memoranda, 1982-1992 |
| 7    | Printed material, 1981-2000 |